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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) in
Torrance, California, and contains the results of a study performed for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Lewis Research Center, Space Propulsion Technology
Division, as part of contract NAS3-25809, "Manned Lunar and Mars Mission Propulsion System
Assessment Studies."
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have shown that there can be substantial advantages in using in situ
propellants for fast transfers to, and explorations of, Mars when compared to chemical systems
that use Earth-based propellants, see Refs. 1-1 through 1-4. Using vehicles that have propulsion
systems that use Martian resources has the potential to gready reduce Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) mass
requirements as well as potentially increase mobility on the surface of Mars. A single propulsion
system that can use two or more candidate propellant combinations, such as LOX/LH 2, LOX/CH 4
and LOX/CO, could best leverage this exploration option. Design of such a propulsion system is
challenging due to its requirements that it be inherently compatible with numerous candidate
propellants and their by-products, as well as operate efficiently over a large range of conditions.
The objective of this top-level feasibility study was to identify and characterize promising
chemical propulsion system designs that use two or more of the following propellant combinations:
LOX/LH 2, LOX/CH 4 and LOX/CO. Key results from this study were: 1) identifying the
propellant combinations that are best suited for a single multipropellant engine system design,
2) identifying and characterizing promising engine cycles and concepts, 3) determining and
characterizing the impact of mission performance on using multipropellant combinations in a given
engine design, and 4) identifying and prioritizing enabling and enhancing technologies required to
support successful development of such an engine system. The results from this study identify the
major engine design and overall mission impact issues associated with the development and use of
such engine systems.
The overall study approach integrated both mission and engine system design analyses to
address engine system design and performance issues and to determine the impact of such systems
on missions performed and In Situ Propellant Production (ISPP) requirements. Based on a recent
ISPP study, Ref. 1-4, promising mission scenarios were defined and characterized. Top-level
engine system requirements were then identified from these results. In parallel with this effort, a
literature review was conducted that addressed key in situ engine system technology areas. These
results, then, form the basis for the identification and design assessment of the promising engine
system concepts that meet a majority of the mission requirements. These tripropellant, LOX-cooled
engine systems for Mars transfer applications, as well appropriate bipropellant design derivatives
for lunar and Mars excursion applications, which included both expander and gas generator engine
cycle versions of each system, were baselined for the study and examined in detail. Propellant
tankage system design considerations and concepts were also examined in a top-level manner for
the propulsion systems of interest.
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At theconclusionof thestudy,theinitial studymissionanalysisresultswereupdatedfor a
selectnumberof promisingmissionscenariosbasedon thedetailedbaselineenginesystemdata
mentionedpreviously. For thesemissionscenariosandenginesystemsof interest,in additionto
characterizingmissionperformancefor a given scenarioflight profile, top-level sensitivitiesof
enginesystemmass,specific-impulseandtransfervehiclepropellantstagingapproach,andtheir
impacton ISPPsystemrequirementsarealsoexamined.Additionally, a technologymaturation
plan wasdefined that addressesengine systemdesign/technology issuesrequired to support
developmentof suchenginepropulsionsystems.
Detailed discussionsof the study'sapproach,considerations,assumptions,results,and
recommendationsarepresentedin thefollowing sections.
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2.0 INITIAL ENGINE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Mission performance was assessed initially to obtain requirements for a space propulsion
system that utilizes propellants produced at the Moon and/or Mars for support of manned Mars
exploration. These initial requirements provide a starting point for in situ engine design efforts
using lunar and/or Mars propellants. Lunar in situ propellants, produced from lunar regolith, are
used to fuel the Mars Transfer Vehicle (MTV) for the outbound portion of the Mars mission.
Mars in situ propellants, produced from the Martian atmosphere, are used to fuel the MTV for
the return leg of the trip.
A major design objective of any space mission is to reduce Earth Launch Mass (ELM) as
much as possible without compromising mission objectives. To perform a round-trip, piloted,
opposition-class Mars mission (which departs from LEO), the vehicle travels to Mars with a
crew and mission payload, and returns to LEO) with conventional LOX/H 2 chemical propulsion
requires a vehicle initial mass in LEO of about 1600 metric tonnes (t). This translates into a
large amount of mass to be launched from the Earth to LEO for assembly. One option for
reducing ELM for a piloted Mars mission that has been proposed in recent studies, see Ref. 1-1,
is the use of aerocapture at Mars arrival and at Earth return. This significantly reduces the
mission propellant requirements, but the total initial vehicle mass for such a mission is still on
the order of 800 t, see Ref. 2-1. Another option for reducing ELM is to set up ISPP plants on
extraterrestrial bodies to fuel an MTV in space. This reduces the amount of mission propellant
that has to be launched from Earth. While initial plant development, set-up, and supporting
infrastructure costs may be high, over the long term, launching some of the MTV propellant from
the surface of the Moon up to low lunar orbit (LLO) or from the surface of Mars up to low Mars
orbit (LMO) to fuel the MTV might be less costly than launching all of the fuel from the surface
of Earth up to LEO at the start of each mission.
This section describes the major assumptions made in determining IsPP requirements and
the methodology used for evaluating mission performance. Initial mission performance results
are then used to derive top-level engine requirements to serve as a starting point in the design of
a space propulsion system that can use multiple in situ propellant combinations.
2.1 In Situ Propellant Candidates and Production Requirements
Many studies have been performed to assess potential benefits of utilizing in situ
propellants. In these studies, the ISPP requirements were based on a single processing approach.
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Theapproachusedfor this studywasdevelopedto assesstheutility of variousin situ propellant
combinationsand did not attemptto identify an optimal propellantprocessingscheme. In a
previousstudy,seeRef. 1-4,manyprocessingtechniqueswerereviewed,and ISPPrequirement
rangeswere parametricallycharacterizedto approximatethe requirementsto obtain a given
propellant combination and to encompassthe range of requirementspresentedin the ISPP
literature. Promising propellant combinationsconsideredfor this study included LOX/H2,
LOX/CH 4, and LOX/CO. Other propellant candidates,suchas metallized monopropellants,
werenot consideredbecauseof lack of commonalitywith bipropellantsystems.Although CH4
and CO canbeobtainedfrom theMoon throughextractionof solarwind gases,lunarLOX/CO
wasnot consideredbecauseof excessiveprocessingrequirementsto obtaintheneededquantities
to support a LOX/CO propulsion system. LOX/CO and LOX/CH4 were chosenas Mars
propellantcandidatesbecausethey are readily availablefrom the Martian atmosphere.Lunar
LOX andlunarLOX/CH4werechosenasthelunarcandidatesbecausethey aremorecompatible
with the Mars candidatesthan areotherpossiblelunar-producedpropellants(e.g., metallized
monopropellants like LOX/Si or LOX/AI). Earth LOX/H 2 is usedfor the outbound leg of
missionscenariosnot utilizing lunarpropellantandfor boostingtheMTV from LEO to LLO for
scenariosusing lunar propellant. All thecandidatesarecompatiblein that they areall usedin
cryogenicchemicalbipropellantswith LOX astheoxidizer.
2.2 Mission Description
As previously mentioned, the purpose of this assessment is to investigate the application
of various in situ lunar and Mars propellants for fueling an MTV that transports crew and
payload to Mars to perform a 30-day surface mission and then returns the crew to Earth. Three
different propellant combinations (LOX/CO, LOX/CH4, and LOX/H2) and three engine types
were considered for analysis in different piloted Mars mission scenarios in which some or all of
these propellants would be produced and used in situ at the Moon and/or Mars. One proposed
engine design burns both LOX/H 2 and LOX/CO. Another design burns both LOX/H 2 and
LOX/CH 4. The third one burns both LOX/CO and LOX/CH 4. Seven different scenarios were
initially considered, as shown in Table 2-1. Some of the scenarios use both lunar and Mars
propellant, and some use only Mars propellant.
The basic infrastructure elements in each scenario are the lunar/Mars propellant
production plants, the MTV, the Lunar Excursion Vehicle (LEV), the Mars Excursion Vehicle
(MEV), and an expendable booster stage and are schematically shown in Figure 2-1. The LEV
and MEV are reusable lunar and Mars-based vehicles that transfer crew, mission payload, ISPP
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support, and in situ derived propellants between the MTV and the lunar or Mars surface. The
expendable booster stage uses high performance LOX/H 2 propulsion and is responsible for
transporting the MTV to LLO from LEO in scenarios using lunar-produced propellants• This
stage is jettisoned after completing this transfer. The MTV carries the crew, Mars mission
payload, and ISPP support to Mars and returns the crew to Earth.
Table 2-1. Initial Mission Performance Assessment Scenarios
Scenario
Mission
Outbound Return Profile
Propellant Propel lard No.
1 Earth LOX/H 2 Earth LOX/H2 Baseline
2 Lunar LOX/Earth H2 * Mars LOX/CO 1
3 Lunar LOX/Earth H2 * Mars LOX/CH 4 1
4 Lunar LOX/CH 4 * Mars LOX/CO 1
5 Lunar LOX/CH4 * Mars LOX/CH4 1
6 Earth LOX/H2 Mars LOX/CO 2
7 Earth LOX/H2 Mars LOX/CH4 2
* Earth LOX/H 2 used for trans-lunar injection and lunar orbit insertion
. . .;. '._ - _ " .
Lunar and Mars
ISPP Plants
(includes all systems
necessary for
feedstock collection
through propellant
storage)
Lunar Mars LOX/H2 Mars
Excursion Excursion Expendable Transfer
Vehicle Vehicle LEO->LLO Vehicle
Stage
Figure 2-1. Infrastructure Elements
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The mission profiles examined are shown in Figure 2-2. The baseline scenario, which
uses only Earth supplied LOX/H 2, is used as a point of comparison to evaluate ISPP scenarios.
Mission Profile #1 was used for scenarios using both lunar and Mars-produced propellants.
Mission Profile #2 was used for scenarios that used Earth-supplied propellant for the outbound
leg and Mars-produced propellants for the return trip.
MTV MEV
LEO->LLO
Transfer
LEV
BASEUNE SCENARIO
all Earth supplied LOX/H 2
MISSION PROFILE #1
Lunar and Mars ISPP
(Scenarios 2,3,4, and 5)
MTV
MISSION PROFILE #2
Mars ISPP
(Scenarios 6 and 7)
Figure 2-2. Mission Profiles
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Scenarios 2-5, where both lunar and Mars propellant are utilized, are described in Figure
2-3. In these scenarios, a plant is set up on the Moon to produce the propellant needed to send
the MTV from the Moon to Mars, and the propellant needed by the LEV to transport this MTV
propellant up to the MTV in LLO and to carry lunar ISPP plant support to the lunar surface.
Additionally, a plant is set up on Mars to produce the propellant needed to send the MTV from
Mars back to Earth, and the propellant needed for the MEV to carry the crew, Mars mission
payload, and Mars ISPP plant support to the Mars surface. The propellant produced on Mars is
also used by the MEV to transport the MTV return trip propellant up to the MTV in LMO. The
MTV is brought out to the Moon on an expendable stage, which performs both Earth orbit
departure and lunar orbit insertion and then separates from the MTV and is left in LLO. The
MTV is fueled up in LLO by the LEV with lunar-produced propellant to make the trip to Mars.
At Mars, after the crew performs its surface mission, the MTV is fueled up in LMO by the MEV
with Mars-produced propellant for the return trip back to Earth.
LEV:
• Brings lunar in situ
propellant for trans-Mars
injection and Mars orbit __TV
insertion to LLO
• Brings lunar ISPP
refurbishment/resupply to
lunar surface from LLO
transfers to
I--LMOfromLEO
LEO -> LLO expendable booster _ ,,,r \
transports payload to LLO "___
MrVreturnstoLEOtromLMO....A
using Mars in situ propellant \ __J
• " in LEO with: \ _
• Crew
• MTV crew hab (30t)
• Earth orbit insertion propellant
tanks/engines
MEV:
• Brings crew, mission payload
(25t), and Mars ISPP
refurbishment/resupply to Mars
surface
• Returns crew and Mars in situ
propellant for trans-Earth
injection and Earth orbit
insertion to LMO
Figure 2-3.
Launched from Earth to LEO:
• Crew + consumables
• Mars mission payload (25t)
• Mars ISPP plant refurbishment/resupply
• Lunar ISPP plant refurbishment/resupply
• Replacement propellant tanks/engines
• MEV aeroshell
• LEO -> LLO expendable booster
Mission Description for Scenarios Using Lunar and Mars ISPP (Mission Prof'fle #1)
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Scenarios6 and 7, where only in situ Mars propellant is used, are described in Figure 2-4.
In these scenarios, there is no lunar plant or LEV, and the MTV does not stop at the moon at all.
It is injected from Earth orbit onto a Mars transfer trajectory by the expendable booster stage,
which is jettisoned upon completion of the Earth departure bum. Several months later, the MTV
captures into a Mars orbit, and the crew performs its mission after landing on the Mars surface.
After the mission is complete, the MTV is fueled up by the MEV with Mars-produced propellant
for the trip back to Earth.
As previously mentioned, Scenario 1 is an all propulsive, all Earth-supplied LOX/H 2
propellant baseline case against which all the other results should be compared. In Scenario 1,
no in situ propellants are used and there are no lunar or Mars ISPP plants. All of the propellant
utilized by the transfer and excursion vehicles is Earth-supplied LOX/H 2. This case differs from
the 90-Day Study chemical propulsion/aerocapture baseline case (see Reference 1-1) in that
aerobraking is not employed at Earth or Mars; all maneuvers are performed propulsively.
MTV transfers to LMO from
LEO using Earth propellant
MTV returns to LEO from LMO
Mars in situ propellant
arriving in LEO with:
• Crew
• MTV crew hab (30t)
• Earth orbit insertion propellant
tanks/engines
Launched from Earth to LEO:
• Crew + consumables
• Mars mission payload (25t)
• Mars ISPP plant refurbishment/resupply
• Replacement propellant tanks/engines
• MEV aeroshell
• trans-Mars injection and Mars orbit
insertion propellant
MEV:
• Brings crew, mission payload
(25t), and Mars ISPP
refurbishment/resupply to Mars
surface
• Returns crew and Mars in situ
propellant for trans-Earth
injection and Earth orbit
insertion to LMO
Figure 2-4. Mission Description for Scenarios Using Mars ISPP (Mission Profile #2)
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In Scenario 2, a LOX plant is set up on the Moon and a LOX/CO plant is set up on Mars.
For this case, an expendable booster using Earth-supplied LOX/H 2 carries the MTV from LEO to
LLO. In LLO, the MTV is fueled by a LEV with lunar-produced LOX, which is used with
Earth-supplied H a to transport the MTV from LLO to LMO. The sole purpose of the LEV is to
carry propellant up to the MTV in LLO and bring lunar plant resupply materials back down to
the lunar surface. At Mars, the MEV meets the MTV in LMO so that the crew and mission
payload can be transferred to the MEV. The MEV then descends to the surface of Mars where it
fills up its tanks with propellant for the MTV, while the crew performs their surface mission.
When the excursion is complete, the crew return aboard the MEV to LMO, and transfer back into
the MTV. The MEV also transfers Mars-produced LOX/CO to the MTV for the return nip to
Earth.
Scenario 3 is the same as Scenario 2 except that LOX/CH 4, not LOX/CO, is produced at
Mars. In Scenario 4, LOX/CH 4 is produced at the Moon and LOX/CO is produced at Mars. For
this scenario, no Earth-produced H 2 is needed for the LLO to LMO leg of the mission. Scenario
5 employs both lunar LOX/CH 4 and Mars LOX/CH 4.
Scenarios 6 and 7 are simpler than Scenarios 2-5 in that no lunar-produced propellant is
used. The MTV goes directly from LEO to LMO and back to LEO, using Earth-produced
LOX/H 2 for the outbound trip and Mars-produced propellant for the return trip. In scenario 6,
Mars LOX/CO is used for the return, while in Scenario 7, Mars LOX/CH 4 is used.
2.3 Mission Performance
Each mission scenario of interest was characterized using SAIC's ISPP Mission
Performance Model to determine AVs, propellant requirements, vehicle sizes and masses, and
flight times for each phase of a given flight profile. From this information, overall propulsion
system requirements were derived for each mission scenario.
The methodology used in the mission performance model is depicted in Figure 2-5. This
figure shows the steps used to determine steady-state mission requirements. The steady-state
requirements assume all ISPP plants to be operational and other associated infrastructure to be
established. First, the amount of in situ propellant required to return the MTV to LEO from
LMO is determined. This propellant, along with the propellant needed by the MEV to carry the
crew, Mars mission payload, and Mars ISPP plant support to the Mars surface from LMO and to
carry the MTV's return propellant to LMO from the Mars surface, determine the production rate
2-7
For scenarios using
in situ propellant
from Mars only
,1
Determine the amount of
Earth LOX/H2 required
to take the MTV from
LEO to LMO.
Determine the amount of in situ
Mars propellant required to take
the MTV from LMO to LEO.
Determine the amount of in situ
propellant required by the MEV to
carry payload from Mars' surface
up to the MTV and come back down.
Size the Mars
propellant plant.
Determine the amount of in situ
lunar propellant required to take
the MTV from LLO to LMO.
Determine the amount of in situ
propellant required by the LEV to
carry payload from the lunar surface
up to the MTV and come back down.
Size the lunar
propellant plant.
Determine the amount of Earth-produced
propellant required by the expendable stage
to carry the MTV from LEO to LLO.
Mars Plant
Resupply
Requirements
(iterate)
I
Lunar Plant
Resupply
Requirements
(iterate)
I
Figure 2-5. Mission Performance Prediction Methodology
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and size of the Mars ISPP plant. An iteration is required to estimate the MEV's propellant
requirements because each time the MEV's propellant requirement is determined, the size and
support requirements for the Mars ISPP plant change, and, therefore, the MEV's payload
requirements change. When the iteration is complete, the mass needed in LMO to support a
mission is known. If the mission does not use lunar propellants, the MTV is sized to carry this
mass from LEO using Earth-supplied propellant. If the mission uses lunar propellant, the same
approach used to determine mass needed in LMO is used to estimate the mass needed in LLO to
support a mission. An expendable stage is then sized to deliver this mass from LEO to LLO.
When these steps are completed, the ELM requirements to support a mission in the steady-state
mode are obtained. Also, the masses of the lunar and/or Mars ISPP plants and excursion
vehicles and the MTV are determined. The masses of the ISPP plants are representative of the
set-up requirements to enable utilization of in situ propellants in a given scenario. The excursion
and transfer vehicle masses are representative of the requirements for vehicle change-out or
replacement after these vehicles have reached the end of their life cycle. More details on this
approach can be found in Ref. 1-4.
Initially, all these scenarios were evaluated using the simple engine mass scaling relations
shown in Table 2-2 and the mission performance/vehicle design assumptions presented in Table
2-3. This analysis approach enabled estimation of the thrust requirements for each propulsive
maneuver for each of the vehicles in the infrastructure-booster stage, MTV, MEV, and LEV.
Table 2-2. Initial Engine Parameters
Propellant
Combination
Specific
Impulse -
Vacuum, Thrust/Weight,
sec. N/kg (Ibf/Ibm)
Mixture Ratio
(O/F)
LOX/H2 470 765 (78) 6.0
LOX/CH4 380 883 (90) 3.6
LOX/CO 290 961 (98) 0.6
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Table 2-3. Mission Performance/Vehicle Design Assumptions
• All maneuvers are done propulsively (no aerobraking)
• Mission AVs and flight times are averaged from 6 opposition class opportunities (2015-2030 timeframe):
Scenarios 1.6. 7 (LEO->LMO->LEO)
AV TMI = 3982 m/sec
AV MOI = 2590 m/sec
AV TEl = 2521 m/see
AV EOI = 4081 m/sec
AT Earth->Mars = 250 days
AT Mars stay = 30 days
AT Mars°>Earth = 273 days
• Earth departure/arrival orbit is 407 km circular
• Mars parking orbit is 250 km x 1 sol
Scenarios 2-5 !LEO->LLO->LMO->LEO)
AV TLI = 3300 m/sec
AV LOI = 1110 m/sec
AV TMI = 2005 m/sec
AV MOI = 2590 m/sec
AV TEl = 2521 m/sec
_V EOI = 4081 m/sec
AT Earth->Moon = 3.5 days
AT Moon stay = 3 days
AT Moon->Mars = 250 days
AT Mars stay = 30 days
,_T Mars->Earth = 273 days
• 4 crew members assumed with consumable rate of 93 kg per person per month
• MTV crew habitation module = 30 t
• 2 MEVs operate simultaneously to bring crew, mission payload (25t), and ISPP refurbishment/resupply
down to Mars surface and return crew and Mars in situ propellant for TEl + EOI back to the MTV in LMO
• Vehicle structure mass = 15% of propellant tank dry mass
• Reserve propellant = 2.5% of propellant required
• Propellant tanks are jettisoned after each major burn except for EOI tanks (reused as part of MTV core)
• Empty propellant tanks are brought on the MTV to be filled up at the Moon and also at Mars
• Propellant tank mass = X% of propellant mass in the tank (assumes 2% tank ullage):
Cryogen
H2
02
CO
CH4
X%
12
2
2
2
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2.4 Engine System Requirements
Detailed mission performance and requirements data for each scenario is given in
Appendix A. In Appendix A, for each mission scenario considered, tables summarizing the
mission features and assumptions, performance for each mission phase, and overall engine
system requirements are given. Figure 2-6 summarizes engine thrust and mass requirements for
each burn in each scenario, while Tables 2-4 through 2-10 display the overall propulsion system
requirements for Scenarios 1 through 7, respectively.
It should be noted that these initial mission performance predictions are based on rough
engine mass scaling relations from which initial overall propulsion system estimates were
derived (e.g., thrust requirements and engine burn times). These initial estimates served as inputs
to the engine system design effort. This analysis was updated in Section 5 using more accurate
engine system data based on detailed engine design analysis to obtain more accurate mass
performance results. Scenario 5 was included as a point of comparison to the other alternatives
because it was one of the better scenarios in terms of mission performance, see Ref. 1-4. This
scenario was not considered for further analysis here because it does not utilize two different
propellant combinations for the MTV engine.
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Figure 2-6. Summary of Initial Engine Masses
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3.0 TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
A technology review was conducted to support identification of key technology issues
associated with multi-propellant, in situ-based propulsion systems of interest to this study.
Additionally, this technology review established a corresponding database that supported the
assessment, design, and development of such systems. Key areas of interest in this review
included heat transfer/cooling, injection/ignition/combustion characteristics, performance,
pumping, materials compatibility and tankage. Technology data compiled in this effort was also
used to support engine system characterization and the technology assessment of these systems
which are reported in Sections 4.0 and 6.0, respectively.
To support this effort, an extensive literature search was undertaken that focused on rocket
engine system technology. The NASA/RECON, Dialog and DTIC literature search database
sources were surveyed in key technology/design areas, as well as in other areas such as
tripropellant engine systems. Hundreds of literature abstracts were reviewed. From this listing,
approximately 30 to 50 technical papers were reviewed indepth that covered the range of
technology and design areas of interest. In general, it was found that little of the past work
identified in the literature search was directly applicable to integrated multipropeUant Mars in situ
propellant-based propulsion systems. Most of the literature reviewed addressed technologies
associated with LOX/H 2 and LOX/Hydrocarbons engine systems that have some relevance to this
effort. Results and supporting rationale associated with this technology review in areas unique to
Mars multipropellant, in situ-based propulsion systems are summarized in the following.
3.1 Tripropellant Engine Systems
Tripropellant engine systems have many unique similarities as well as differences with
multipropellant Mars in situ-based propulsion systems. These similarities include use of three
propellants to support engine operations and integration, design issues such as pumping (multiple
fuel systems), control and thrust chamber cooling. It is these similarities that make review of past
work in this area of interest to this study.
In considering the applicability of past tripropellant engine studies for this assessment, one
must understand the application and operational aspects of these studies and those associated with
an in situ multipropellant Mars propulsion system. Past tripropellant engine design and supporting
technology investigations focused on Single-Stage-to-Orbit (SSTO) and advanced Earth-to-Orbit
(ETO) applications. These engine systems designs stress optimal performance over a typical ETO
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trajectory with minimal engine system hardware to keep weight at a minimum. Typical
tripropellantenginesystemoperationfor a dual-throator dual-expandercycleenginesis shownin
Figure3-1. Multimode operationof theseenginesystemsis performedin parallel. During low
altitude operation, the LOX/Hydrocarbon and/or LOX/H2/Hydrocarbonengine segmentsare
operated.In this operatingmode,moderatethrustdensityandperformanceis achieved.At high
altitude,only the LOX/H2enginesegmentis operatedwhich giveslow thrust density,but high
performance.
Theseenginesystemdesign/operationfeaturesaredifferent from thoseassociatedwith
multipropellant Mars in situ-based propulsion systems, where only single bipropellant
combinationsareoperatedin series,restartabilityis requiredandcommonalityof hardware,such
asa singlethrustchamber,is stressed.Thoughthesedifferencesexist,reviewof pastdatain this
areawasconsideredworthwhiledueto manyof thedesignissuesandtechnologyareastheyhave
in common,aspreviouslymentioned.
Thereis anextensivepast database available associated with tripropellant engine systems.
Most of the work has been accomplished by Aerojet. They initiated this work in the early 1970's
and have been active at a modest level since then. This work has been both IR&D and contract
supported. Aerojet has performed numerous engine system and application studies, and
supporting technology experimental investigations, see Refs. 3-1 through 3-4. Another past study
of interest is one performed by Rocketdyne in 1977, see Ref. 3-5. This study examined the
feasibility of modifying the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) for dual mode operation. This is
quite different than the other studies conducted in this area because it examined the performance
and compatibility issues of a given engine design optimized for LOX/H 2 and operating it with a
LOX/Hydrocarbon propellant combination. Such issues and design tradeoffs are typical of the
Mars engine systems of interest to this study.
3.2 Heat Transfer/Cooling
Heat transfer and cooling of the thrust chamber was identified as a key issue associated
with in situ-based multipropellant Mars engine systems. Key issues associated with this area are:
1) regeneratively cooling thrust chambers using LOX or CO and 2) the design of a regeneratively
cooled thrust chamber that can effectively operate with different coolants during different phases of
operation associated with a Mars tripropellant engine. Both issues greatly impact the cycle
selection and design of this class engine.
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Thrust chamber cooling characteristics for numerous propellants of interest, such as H 2,
LOX, and CH a plus others, are summarized in Ref. 3-6. Review of the literature indicated that
there is extensive data available for using H 2 and Hydrocarbons (CH4) to cool engine thrust
chambers. This area has been extremely active in recent years due to related interest in cooling the
SSME, Space Transportation Booster Engine (STBE) and Space Transportation Main Engine
(STME), see Refs. 3-7 through 3-9. Fundamental and applicable engine system design data in this
area is available.
Some applicable data on the cooling of thrust chambers using LOX is also available.
Aerojet's Orbit Transfer Vehicle (OTV) engine concept, see Ref. 3-10, employs a high
performance LOX-cooled thrust chamber. Research and development in this area for large engine
applications has been conducted for many years, see Refs. 3-11 and 3-12. Additionally,
fundamental data associated with LOX cooling is available, see Ref. 3-6.
The literature survey identified no past experimental or analytical work that examined CO as
a thrust chamber coolant or supporting fundamental data that would be applicable for such an
application. Recent NASA LeRC's work which addressed the use of CO as an engine system
coolant, Ref. 3-13, and experimental investigations in this area, Ref. 3-14, were the only relevant
items found. It is important that fundamental CO cooling data be established.
Another key result of the technology review in this area was that no literature and/or data
was found in the thrust chamber design area that used more than one propellant in series as a
coolant. Such an engine system design feature would be highly desirable for Mars in situ-based
multipropellant engine systems. It should be noted that past tripropellants engine designs were not
required to be cooled in such a manner. They typically operate their various engine modes in
parallel and/or use H 2 as a thrust chamber coolant, which is well documented.
3.3 Injection/Ignition/Combustion
A number of issues were investigated in the injection/ignition/combustion technology area.
Key technology and/or design issues include: l) CO injection, ignition and combustion
characteristics, 2) gas generator design for a multi-propellant Mars in situ-based tripropellant
engines, and 3) multipropellant injector design performance and thrust chamber cooling
compatibility.
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TheliteraturereviewindicatedthatfundamentalCO injection,ignition andcombustiondata
is lacking. No pastrelevantwork wasfound exceptfor therecentongoingNASA LeRC study
effortsexaminingthis area,seeRef. 3-15. Suchdatais critical in thedesignand assessmentof
enginesystemsemployingCOasapropellant.
Due to themultipropellantcompatibility andthewide operatingrangethatwill likely be
requiredof a Marsin situ-basedtripropellantenginesystem,a conventionalgasgeneratordesign
may not be optimal. Recentwork by NASA LeRC, Ref. 3-15,hasshownthat for ignition of
LOX/CO, mixture ratiosthat areassociatedwith relativelyhighcombustiontemperaturesfor gas
generatorsmay be requiredwhich will greatlyaffect the designandreliability of the propellant
system'sturbopump(s)drive turbine. Recentwork by Aerojet on a stoichiometricgasgenerator
concept,Ref. 3-16,addressesmanyof theseissues. It is anattractivedesignoption for inclusion
in acandidateMars in situ-basedtripropellantenginesystem.This conceptemploysa smallcore
flow atstoichiometriccombustion(hightemperature)conditionsthatis diluteddownstreamby the
additionof propellantto a lowertemperature,beforeit enterstheturbinedriveregion.
Advancedignition devicestechnologies,suchaslaserigniters,areothertechnologyoptions
that should be considered for Mars in situ-based tripropellant engine systems. They are relatively
lightweight, reliable and have the potential to perform the ignition function for a number of
propellant combinations over a wide range of operating conditions. This technology is maturing
rapidly and is currently being developed for solid motor and National Aerospace Plane (NASP)
applications.
Little literature or supporting data was found that addressed the issues and/or design of a
single injector for more than one combination of propellants. Aerojet's past tripropellant engine
design efforts did not address this issue because they employ separate embedded combustor(s) or
outer ring combustor designs, see Figure 3-1. Rocketdyne's past tripropellant SSME study effort,
Ref. 3-5, showed that using a single injector design for more than one propellant combination,
LOX/H 2 and LOX/CH 4, was a major problem. In addition to performance issues, stability and
thrust chamber cooling compatibility over a wide range of operating conditions are other issues that
need further study.
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3.4 Pumping
Key technology/design areas associated with pumping technology of Mars in situ-based
tripropellant engine systems are: 1) Warm 0 2 and oxidizer-rich driven turbopumps, 2) the pumping
of CO, and 3) multipropellant capable, single turbopumps designs.
Warm 0 2 and oxidizer-rich driven turbopump designs have been examined in the past that
have applicability to the design and assessment of Mars in situ-based engine systems of interest to
this study. Such a turbopump is incorporated in Aerojet's OTV engine design, Ref. 3-17. R&D
has been performed in this area for many years and some supporting fundamental data is available.
Design issues associated with this class of turbopump are well understood.
Little data was found to be available in the literature on the pumping of CO. It is believed
that the best source for this data may reside in the petroleum/chemical industry, Ref. 3-18, but no
effort was undertaken in this study to substantiate this claim. NASA LeRC has performed some
recent work, Ref. 3-13, that addresses CO pumping requirements and performance for applicable
engine systems of interest. This work is preliminary in nature and needs to be substantiated by the
development of a fundamental database in this area.
The literature survey showed that design issues associated with multipropellant capable,
single turbopump designs are well understood, but little demonstrated capability or supporting data
is available in this area. The Rocketdyne tripropellant study, Ref. 3-5, which examines the use of
SSME turbopump hardware for multipropellant usage does address this issue. No substantial
turbopump design and/or test work has been done in this area.
3.5 Materials Compatibility
The compatibility of a propellant and/or its by-products (after it is burned with another
propellant) with which the engine material interfaces is critical for all the major
subsystems/components, such as the propellant tank(s), fuel line(s), valve(s), turbopump(s),
thrust chamber, and nozzle of any liquid propulsion system.
The multipropellant capability, wide operating range, and the maximum use of common
hardware for engine systems of interest in this study, stress the material options and technologies
available to support its development. Key design and technology issues examined in this area
were: 1) Warm 0 2 and oxidizer-rich turbine materials that are compatible, 2) O 2, CH,, and CO
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compatible materials for thrust chamber applications, and 3) materials that are all compatible with
CO, CH 4 and H 2 for common fuel propellant tank applications.
The literature survey identified some fundamental data on warm 0 2 and oxidizer-rich
turbopump turbine materials. Aerojet has been active in this area for many years. An example of
the data available, depicted in Table 3-1 and discussed in Ref. 3-19, shows compatibility data for
candidate 0 2 driven turbopump materials. Review of the literature in this area has shown that
design issues associated with this area are well understood but that more data is required to
properly design such systems with a high degree of confidence.
Table 3-1. Example Propellant/Material Compatibility Data
- Candidate Burn Resistant Materials for Oxygen-Driven Turbopumps* -
Burn
Material Factor Observations
Zirconium Copper
Nickel 200
Silicon Carbide
Monel 400
K Monel-500
Incone1600
316 Stainless Steel
Invar-36
Hastelloy-X
35
550
1145
1390
2090
3226
4515
5444
7160
No Ignition in Any Test (790/1800°F) **
Ignition Above 2200°F in FRT Only (825/220°F)
No Ignition in Limited Testing (850/--°F)
Ignition Above 1200°F FRT Only (800/1200°F)
Ignition Above 1500°F FRT (750/1500°F)
Ignition Above 1100°F (--/1000°F)
Ignition in All Tests (450/800°F)
Ignition in All Tests (675/340°F)
Ignition in All Tests (725/750°F)
* L. Schoenman, AIAA Journal of Propulsion and Power, Volume 3, No. 1,
Jan-Feb 1987, Pages 46-55.
** Temperatures from particle impingement test friction rubbing test (FRT) at
1000 psi and 17,000 rpm.
Materials compatibility data for CO was found to be lacking. Little was found in the open
aerospace literature. Only one document in this area was found to be relevant, Ref. 3-20, but was
classified and could not be reviewed. A discussion with an expert in this field, Ref. 3-19,
indicated that the petroleum/chemical industry is probably the best source for this information, but
no effort in this study was undertaken to substantiate this claim. Additionally, this expert claimed
that for a first approximation, to support preliminary design efforts, that materials which are
compatible with CH 4 would likely be compatible with CO except for materials that have iron
content. Fundamental data needs to be established in this area.
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Little data was found to be available that addresses the common compatibility of a number
of propellant of interest in this study (O 2, CH 4, H 2 and CO), with material candidates that are used
in thrust chambers, propellant tanks, lines, and valves. Some fundamental data was found to be
available for many specific propellant/material combinations. Data needs to be established
experimentally in this area to address the commonality issue. Based on the literature, Table 3-2
presents a "top-level" preliminary propellant/material compatibility screening summary for many of
the materials and propellants of interest to Mars in situ-based propulsion systems.
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4.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN
The principal goal of this study effort portion was to characterize promising systems that
can efficiently use the multiple propellant combination of interest to this study, LOX/H2/CO,
LOX/H2/CH 4 and LOX/CO/CH 4. This effort focused on defining representative engine systems
that meet the overall mission requirements such as performance, weight, thrust level, throttling and
operation mode (series operations), for many of the scenario options discussed in Section 2.0.
Additionally, these representative engine systems were configured to: l) use the maximum amount
of common engine system hardware, while attempting to minimize engine system mass, and
2) exhibit high performance for each engine operating mode and range of interest.
Major tripropellant engine system elements considered for commonality are shown in
Figure 4-1. These engine system elements included the fuel propellant tank, oxidizer feed system,
injector, thrust chamber, and nozzle. For the initial study effort, common fuel feed systems were
not considered due to the inherent difference in pumping requirements for the fuels considered.
Such requirements would produce a common fuel turbopump design that would operate
inefficiently over the range in which it would be required to operate. This design issue was
addressed in a preliminary manner in the latter portion of this study. Additionally, in a latter
portion of this effort, propellant tank system sizing and commonality issues are also addressed.
To perform this effort, top-level engine system requirements were established from the
initial mission analysis results discussed in Section 2.0. Promising engine system concepts were
then identified for further study. A baseline technology/design database was then established for
each engine system concept. The database drew on results from the initial technology review that
is discussed in Section 3.0. These candidate engine system concepts were then analyzed by using
SAIC's version of the Expanded Liquid Engine System (ELES) analysis code, see Refs. 4-1 and
4-2. Using ELES, numerous design sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the
influence of key engine system parameters such as: mixture ratio, chamber pressure, nozzle area
ratio, injector pattern density and type, turbine bypass, regenerative cooling channel bypass,
turbine inlet temperature, and thrust chamber channel design geometry. From these sensitivity
studies, representative engine systems were identified. Propellant tank system requirements were
established, and design and sizing of representative candidate systems using the ELES analysis
code was then performed at the conclusion of this study effort.
4-1
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Figure 4-1. Representative Tripropellant Engine System Common Hardware Elements
The following discussion highlights the engineering assumptions and rationale and results
in characterizing representative common tripropellant propulsion system candidates to support in
situ propellant-based Mars missions.
4.1 Engine System Requirements Concepts
Engine system design requirements were derived from the initial mission analysis
assessment discussed in Section 2.0. From these requirements, top-level baseline representative
engine system concepts were identified that addressed a large portion of the mission scenarios
considered in this study. These engine system concepts were then defined and characterized in
more detail in the engine assessment portion of the study, see Section 4.2. The following sections
address the development and rationale of the engine system design requirements and the
identification of the baseline engine system concepts.
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4. I. I Identification of Requirements
Figure 2-2 shows the two basic mission profiles that were considered for this study that
use ISPP resources. Mission Profile No. 1, which corresponds to Scenarios 2, 3, and 4, uses
some form of in situ propellants from both the Moon and Mars, and Mission Profile No. 2, which
correspond to Scenarios 6 and 7, employs only Mars in situ-produced propellants. Review of the
initial mission analysis results and their corresponding requirements indicates that the in situ engine
system commonality would best be leveraged for the transfer vehicle outbound and inbound
mission elements. Little differences in engine system requirements, such as for thrust level and
acceleration profiles, were found for these mission elements. Likewise, it was noted that a high
proportion of the overall mission delta-v is associated with these mission segments. Large
differences in excursion vehicle engine system requirements, such as thrust levels and acceleration
profiles, were also observed. From this initial assessment of requirements it was concluded for
further study that: 1) the baseline engine sYstem(s) be based on transfer vehicle requirements, and
2) that these baseline engine system(s) and/or their hardware be used only where possible to meet
excursion vehicle requirements.
Other engine system design assessment requirements specified are that the baseline engine
system examined should be easily scalable in terms of thrust level and address key functions,
design issues, and technologies that are representative of such systems. Due to the nature of the
deep space missions considered, high reliability and reusability (five missions) would be required.
This was addressed in the study by employing one or both of the following approaches: 1) sizing
the propulsion system with engine out capability and/or 2) operating at a derated power level for
most of the mission operation profile. Because of man-rating considerations, a maximum vehicle
acceleration level of 3 g's was assumed which is directly related to an engine system's throttling
requirements. A conservative limit of 2.8 g's was used in the requirements analysis.
Considering many of the just mentioned engine system requirements and reviewing the
initial mission analysis results, top-level requirements for baseline engine system candidates were
derived which are displayed in Table 4-1. These candidate engine systems address a large portion
of mission scenario trade space as shown in Table 4-2. At least one engine concept shown in
Table 4-1 applies to all deep space transfer and excursion mission segments which employ multiple
fuels to perform the mission. The LEO _ LLO transfer mission phase is not addressed by any of
the engine system concepts because the transfer vehicle uses an expendable LOX/H 2 stage that is a
more conventional engine system, which is not of interest to the study. Likewise, the engine
system concepts do not address Scenarios 1 and 5 because they use only conventional single-
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propellant combinations, LOX/H 2 and LOX/CH#, respectively. Table 4-3 shows the number of
engines, the percent power rating level, and engine out capability, if specified, by each mission
segment for each applicable engine system concept.
Table 4-1. Top-Level Requirements for Engine System Candidates
Concept No:
Propellants
Thrust Level 0b0:
Throttling Range:
LOX/H_CO
175,000
5:1
LOX/H2/CH4
250,000
2.2:1
3
LOX/CH,#_20
175,000
6:1
4.1.2 Engine System Cycle Considerations/Recommendations
After initial sizing of the baseline engine systems was completed, engine system options
and their applicability to meet the tripropellant Mars in situ propellant engine system requirements,
were then addressed. Table 4-4 lists the numerous candidate engine cycles considered.
Assessment factors used in evaluating these engine cycles arc given in Table 4-5. These factors are
highly coupled to overall requirements unique to the missions of interest. Table 4-5 also shows
how these factors impact engine cycle design characteristics. A top-level comparison of these
engine cycle candidates is shown in Table 4-6. Major advantages and disadvantages of each
engine cycle option are presented as well as a qualitative assessment of its applicability to meet in
situ propellant-based Mars evaluation factors.
The staged combustion cycle maximizes performance for a given engine size by eliminating
secondary flow losses and by maximizing the energy available to drive the turbine. The
turbomachinery is subjected to high-pressure operating conditions because the turbine drive gases
are injected into the main combustion chamber at its stagnation chamber pressure level. This
exposes the main injector to high-temperature turbine gases. Though it exhibits good performance
and thrust-to-weight traits, it has marginal reliability and multipropellant capability qualities
because of its inherent complexity.
The gas generator cycle is a simplified system that maximizes the independence of the
components, which is done by placing the turbine gas flow path in parallel with the thrust chamber
gas flow path. It also lends itself to independent component experimental development that helps
ensure high initial system reliability. The gas generator cycle, due to its simplicity and operational
maturity, meets all assessment factors positively except for performance which is marginal.
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Table 4-4. Candidate Engine Cycles
• Staged Combustion
• Gas Generator
.Expander
• Hybrid Staged Combustion
• Augmented Expander
• Dual Expansion
• High Pressure, Low Pump Discharge
• Thrust Chamber Tapoff
• Full Bleed Cycle
Table 4-5. Key Engine Cycle Assessment Factors for In Situ Propellant-Based
Mars Missions and Their Impact on Engine Cycle Design
• High Performance
• High Reliability --* Simple Design
• High Thrust/Weight --* High Pressure Operation, Compact Packaging
• Throttleability -+ Controllable, Simple Design
• Multi-propellant Capability _ Simple Design/Operation
• Maturity
Maximum performance can be obtained by employing an expander cycle for a given engine
complexity by eliminating both the secondary flow losses and the need for a hot-gas preburner. It
is the most benign system for the turbomachinery, but is limited to maximum chamber pressure
operation by the available energy to drive the turbines. This results in a relatively low chamber
pressure that translates into low thrust-to-weight and large engine systems. Like the staged
combustion cycle, it is a high coupled, complex system. Its applicability is for low-thrust and
high-altitude (orbit transfer) engines. Though rating high on performance, reliability, and
operational maturity, it exhibits low thrust-to-weight and marginal throttleability and propellant
compatibility characteristics.
The remaining engine cycles considered in Table 4-6 are derivatives and/or combinations of
the basic three-cycle types just mentioned. These remaining engine cycle options exhibit little in
terms of positive features to meet the engine assessment requirements.
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Based on this assessment, expander and gas generator engine cycles were selected for
further study. The cycles demonstrate many key engine features, shown in Table 4-7, that are
typical of Mars in situ propellant-based engine design options. By examining both engine cycles
one bounds, from a technical perspective, the range of available options. The expander cycle,
which is high performance, complex, and exhibits low thrust-to-weight, represents one class of
engine system designs, while the gas generator cycle, which is simpler, with moderate
performance and high thrust-to-weight characteristics, represents an engine class substantially
different than the expander cycle. Both engine cycles have been demonstrated in operational
systems and have been shown to be highly reliable.
Table 4-7. Engine Cycles Which Demonstrate Many Key Engine Features of Interest
• Expander
High Performance
Low Thrust/Weight Ratio
Coupled Design/Operation
• Gas Generator
Moderate Performance
High Thrust/Weight Ratio
- Decoupled Design/Operation
' Both
- Highly Reliable
- Demonstrated Maturity
Another key result of the assessment was that for all the engine systems to be investigated,
all of them are to be cooled with LOX through all modes of their operation. This engine system
design feature was selected because: 1) oxygen is a common lunar/Mars in situ propellant
resource, and 2) it eliminated multipropellant cooling design issues that were discussed in more
detail in Section 3.0.
The generic tripropellant engine system cycles selected for detailed study are displayed in
Figure 4-2. For these LOX-cooled systems, note that a common multipropellant-compatible fuel
tank, LOX tank and feed system, autonomous pressurization system, injector, thrust chamber, and
nozzle are used in all operating modes. Each fuel has its own independent feed system, as
previously mentioned.
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4.2 Engine System Assessment
Based on initial engine system requirement/concept definition results discussed in Section
4.1, many candidate baseline propulsion system configurations were defined and analyzed in detail
with SAIC's version of the ELES analysis code. Numerous engine system design sensitivity
trades were conducted on the candidate baseline engine concepts. From these results, baseline
tripropellant MTV and bipropellant engine system designs were identified and characterized. These
engine system designs were then used to update overall mission performance, and to identify
critical technology and design issues that are discussed in Sections 5.0 and 6.0, respectively. The
following sections discuss the analysis approach, assumptions, and results associated with the
assessment of the engine system designs.
4.2.1 Assessment Approach and Assumptions
Numerous baseline engine systems were defined and characterized. Three tripropellant
engine systems for MTV applications and many bipropellant engine system versions of these
engines for LEV and MEV applications were assessed. Expander and gas generator engine
versions of each engine option were evaluated. Table 4-8 summarizes these baseline engine
system options. This translates into a family of engines for each engine concept, as is shown in
Figure 4-3.
Table 4-8. Baseline Engine Systems Defined
• Three (3) Engine Concepts (Propellant Combinations):
- MTV Engine Options:
-- LOX/H2/CO - 175,000 lbf Thrust
-- LOX/H2/CH4 - 250,000 lbf Thrust
-- LOX/CH4/CO - 175,000 lbf Thrust
- LEV and MEV Engine Options:
-- LOX/H2 }-- LOX/CO Many Engine Versions as a Function of Engine Concept
-- LOX/CH4
- Expander and Gas Generator Engine Cycle Versions
Were Evaluated for Each Engine Option Listed Above
As previously mentioned, SAICs version of the ELES analysis code was used to
characterize the baseline engine systems. ELES, see Ref. 4-1 and 4-2, is an industrial standard
analysis code that designs and determines operational parameters and performance of liquid
propulsion systems. It employs empirical and mechanistic design approaches to predict overall
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propulsion system and subsystem dimensions, weights, operating characteristics, and
performance. It has the capability to model a wide range of engine cycles, cooling options, engine
and tankage configurations, system component parameters, and construction materials.
Additionally, it has the capability to perform vehicle stage and tank system designs. ELES has
been verified extensively against real operational propulsion systems, see Ref. 4-3.
Expander Gas
Generator
LOX F_
Expander
LOX F
Gas
Generator
LOX Fz
Expander
LOX F2
I
Gas
Generator
Y
MI"V LEV AND MEV
TOP,29V 15
Figure 4-3. Definition of an Engine Family for Each Engine Concept
To perform the engine system analysis, a CO propellant properties library and an off-
design engine operation analysis capability were incorporated in ELES. The off-design analysis
capability is an essential requirement to characterize the tripropellant engine options. This is
because once an engine system hardware design is established for one operational mode using one
bipropellant combination, it then must be characterized for a different operational mode that uses,
possibly, a different bipropellant combination. Appendix B summarizes the modifications that
were performed to ELES to provide the off-design analysis capability.
In performing the many engine design sensitivity trade studies, numerous parameters were
investigated. Major parameters examined are listed in Table 4-9. Key screening criteria used in
evaluating the trade study results are given in Table 4-10. All screening criteria were considered
and sound engineering practice was applied in assessing the results. Specific impulse, engine
system weight, size and operating conditions, and their comparison to state-of-the-art (SOA)
technology limits were primary evaluation considerations; the impact of an engine design parameter
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on in situ architectureinfrastructurerequirementswas given secondaryimportance. Engine
parameteranges and design features that produce engine systems which exhibit one or more of the
following engine system traits: 1) high specific impulse, 2) low engine system weight, 3) small
size, 4) do not stress the design technology, and 5) reduce in situ infrastructure requirements are
features that would be considered for inclusion in a baseline engine system design.
Table 4-9. Major Engine System Design Parameters Examined
• Chamber Pressure
• Mixture Ratio
• Regen Chamber Bypass
• Turbine Bypass
• Area Ratio
• % Nozzle Length
• Chamber Length
• Injector Type
• Injector Density
Table 4-10. Key Screening Criteria Used
• Specific Impulse
• Engine System Weight
• Size
• Operating Conditions All Within State-of-the-Art Limits
• Effect on In Situ Architecture Infrastructure Requirements
Other design assessments and comparisons were also conducted in this study effort. These
included: evaluating, translating nozzle design packaging and its associated weight and
performance impact for expander engines, turbine material effects on expander engine cycle
operation, and the feasibility of using a common duel fuel turbopump feed system in the baseline
tripropeUant engine designs.
All the engine system designs considered in this analysis incorporated SOA materials and
rocket propulsion system design practices, where appropriate. Table 4-11 summarizes these
technology level considerations. Additionally, weight savings and possible gain in performance
associated with the use of SOA robust engineering design analysis tools were incorporated in the
analysis, and where possible the legacy of a given design assumption is shown.
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Table 4-11. Engine System Design Technology Level Considerations
Use SOA Material Technology Where Appropriate
- Nozzle and Its Extension
- Turbopump Turbine
- Electronics
- Thrust Mount
• Incorporate SOA Rocket Design Practices
- Efficient/Stable Injectors/Injection
- High Chamber Pressure
- High Chamber Temperature
- High Heat Flux Nozzle
- High Turbopump Turbine Inlet Temperatures and Speeds
- High Pump Discharge Pressure
Fast Response, Integrated Controls Available
The baseline engine designs feature a three-section thrust/chamber design shown in Figure
4-4. It uses a Rao nozzle contour (90% length) that incorporates a slotted, cooper regenerative
LOX-cooled thrust chamber nozzle section to a downstream area ratio (E) of 6:1, an intoned LOX
cooled tube construction segment from E of 6:1 to an E of 25:1 where a radiation cooled carbon-
carbon extension is attached. The extension extends to an E of 400:1 or as specified. Some large
low pressure expander engine designs incorporate a nozzle extension that translates. Chamber
length in the study is defined from the injector to the nozzle throat.
6:1 25:1 400:1
or As Specified
Slotted Inconel Radiation
Copper, Tubes, Cooled
Regen Regen Carbon-Carbon
LOX LOX Extension
Cooled Cooled
TOR29h/22
Figure 4-4. Baseline Thrust Chamber Nozzle Design Features Assumed
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Other design analysis factors and assumptions are presented in Table 4-12. The LOX/CO
and LOX/CH 4 thrust chamber wall temperature limits are based on SOA materials compatibility
data discussed in Section 3.0. The LOX/H 2 wall temperature limits are based on SSME
experience. The turbopump limits have been well demonstrated by the SSME and the OTV, the
technology demonstration engine. Minimum nozzle thickness is determined by quality control
uncertainty associated with the manufacturing of a large high area ratio composite nozzle. Another
key design analysis assumption is that associated with the impact of engine system weight as a
function of engine throttling requirements. The ELES default weight multiplying correlation was
assumed, which is shown in Figure 4-5. This correlation is based on past Lunar Excursion
Module propulsion system design studies, see Ref. 4-1. Table 4-13 shows the safety factors
assumed in the analysis. These safety factors are similar to those used in the SSME design. Thus,
reusable, long life design margin is considered inherent in the design analysis.
Table 4-12. Other Key Design Analysis Factors/Assumptions
• Thrust Chamber Wall Temperature Limits
LOX/CO = 700°K
LOX/CH4 = 778°K
- LOX/H2 = 778°K
• Turbopump Limits
- Turbine Inlet Temperature < 950°K
- Speed < 60,000 RPM
- Outlet Pressures < 7,000 psia
• Minimum High Area Ratio Nozzle Extension
Exit Thickness = 2.5 mm (0.1 in.)
• Lightweight Carbon-Carbon Nozzle Translation
Mechanism Assumed
• Baseline Tank Used for Engine Systcm Analysis
- 68,050 kg Total Propellant
- Run Time Range: 220-400 Seconds
- Diameter: 457 cm
Length Range: 560-685 cm
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Table 4-13. Safety Factors Assumed
• All Components, Except Lines:
1.1 of Yield
1.4 of Ultimate
• Lines - 2.0 Ultimate
Major engine component materials and design approaches employed in all the engine
designs evaluated are summarized in Table 4-14. All materials and design approaches considered
have a strong operational and/or development base legacy. Likewise, the materials selected for
each design should be compatible with the propellants and combustion products, as well as the
operating conditions to which they are exposed.
Table 4-14. Major Engine Component Materials and Design Approaches Assumed
Component(s)
Injector
Thrust Chamber and
Upstream Nozzle
- El attachment -- 6:1
Nozzle
- _ldownsu'eam = 6:1 to
Eldownstream = 25:1
Nozzle Extension
- ¢ldownstream = 25:1 to
Eldownstream = 400:1
Material Design Approach Comment(s)
Inconel • High Density. Co-Axial • Used on SSME
Design • Extensive R&D Base
Copper Alloy • High Heat Flux Thin • Used on SSME
Slotted Wall Construction • Extensive R&D Base
• LOX Cooled
lnconel • Tube Constructed • Used on SSME and
• LOX Cooled Many Other Engines
High Temperature Carbon-Carbon
With Oxidation Resistant Coating
Renium or Nirobium
• Radiation and/or
Film Cooled
• Based on Solid
Propulsion, NASP,
and R&D Technology
or as specified
Main Fuel and Oxidizer
Valves
Low Pressure Fuel and
Oxidizer Turbopumps
High Pressure Fuel and
Oxidizer Turbopumps
Pumps
Turbine
Housing
Gas Generator
Propellant Lines/
Valves/Supports
Coating Candidates
Translating Nozzle
Design, if Specified
Inconel
Inconel • Bootstrap Boost Pump
• Inconel
• Monel Alloy (500)
• lnconel
Inconel
• Direct Drive Turbopumps
Axial Turbine
Centrifugal Pump
• Uses Multi-Propellants
• Low Pressure
• Low Mixture Ratio
Inconel
Bases
• Material Used
in SSME
• Material Used
in SSME
• Used in SSME
• R&D Base and OTV
Technology Dev.
• Used in SSME
• Used in SSME
• Used in SSME
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The overall engine system trade space evaluation process is displayed in Figure 4-6. In
defining a tripropellant engine system, an optimum or near-optimum design would be established
first for one bipropellant combination. Then, the other bipropellant combination is analyzed
through the fixed engine design to determine its performance and operational characteristics. The
expander cycle engine designs were established fh'st; these were followed by the gas generator
cycle engine designs. During the analysis, as optimal design parameter(s) or feature(s) were
identified for a given propellant combination and design type, they were then baselined for similar
engine design concepts.
Concept No. I
Expanck_
LOX/H 2
Cycle Engine
Concept No. 1
Expande¢
LOX/CO
Cyc_Engm
• Could Not Achieve
a Reasonable Engine
Cycle Balance
- Energy (Purn_ng)
Balance a Problem
• Design One Bi-Propellant Combination Engine First, and
Then Run the Other Bi-Propellant Combination Through
the Fixed Engine Design
EXPANDER CYCLE ANALYSIS
• Concept No. 1
- LOX/CO--_LOX/H2 --_LOX/H2/CO
• Concepl No 2
- LOX/CH 4 ---_LOX/H 2--_LOX/H 2/CH 4
• Concept No. 3
- LOX/CO-_LOX/CH4 -_LOX,/CO/CH4
".:._::.
I Some Key Engine System Patamelem 1
Identified in _e Expande¢ Cy¢_ Trades
Were Buelinad in the Gas Genecalo¢
Trades
• Chamber Design, Etc.
. ,.:_:_,..:._,,.
GAS GENERATOR CYCLE ANALYSIS
• Concept No 1
- LOX/CO--,LOX/H2 --*LOX/H2/CO
• Concept No. 2
- LOX/CH4-->LOX/H 2-_LOX/H 2/CH4
• Concept No 3
LOX/CH 4 _LOX/CO..-_LOX/CO/CH4
TOR29h/21
Figure 4-6. Overall Engine System Trade Space Evaluation Process
At the beginning of the analysis it was felt that chamber heat loading and propellant
pumping would be the key cycle balance driving factors. As shown in Figure 4-6, the Concept
No. 1 expander cycle LOX/H 2 engine design was defined initially. This initial starting attempt
addressed heat load issues associated with expander cycle LOX/H 2 engine designs. It was then
found for Engine Concept No. 1 that the LOX/CO operation mode could not achieve a reasonable
engine cycle balance. It was then determined that propellant pumping requirements drove the
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operationof suchengines.Hence,thehigherpumpingrequirementengineoperationmodewas
designedf'trst. It wasalsofoundduring theenginesystemevaluationprocessthat thepumping
requirementsaremuchmorecoupledfor theexpandercycleenginesthanfor the gasgenerator
cycleengines.
4.2.2 Design Sensitivity Trades
Engine system trades were conducted in accordance with the overall process summarized in
Figure 4-6 and the assumptions previously discussed. From these sensitivity trades, optimal or
near-optimal design features and operating characteristics for each engine design concept were
identified. Based on these results, baseline engine systems were established for each of the three
concept categories, which are presented in Section 4.2.3. Detailed engine system sensitivity trade
results for each engine system concept axe depicted graphically in Appendix C.
In the process of identifying optimal engine system design features, performance, weight,
size and operational technology limitations were considered equally. Sound fundamental
engineering judgment was also incorporated in the evaluation process.
The initial sensitivity trades were performed on representative Engine Concept No. 1, an
expander cycle engine system that operated in a LOX/H 2 propellant combination mode. Key
observations and results from this effort were: 1) that a nozzle area ratio greater than 200:1 would
be required to achieve the desired performance to support its intended mission, 2) that the use of
turbine and chamber regenerative cooling bypass had little effect on engine system performance
and weight, and 3) that for the tripropellant in situ engine designs of interest, the heat loading
associated with an engine operating in the LOX/H 2 mode at low chamber pressure, Pc < 3000
psia, should not be an issue. From these observations it was directed for the reminder of the trade
study that: 1) a nozzle area ratio of 400:1 be baselined, 2) further turbine and regenerative bypass
trade be omitted, and 3) the tripropellant engines initially be defined by the operating mode that
drives pumping requirements (LOX/CO or LOX/CH 4 operating modes), as previously discussed.
After this initial trade assessment effort, detailed trades were then conducted for the
candidate expander and gas generator engine concepts, respectively. Appendix C summarizes the
results of these key trades. Key engine system design parameters and features identified from
these trades axe shown in Tables 4-15 and 4-16 for the expander and gas generator engine designs,
respectively.
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Table4-15. In SituPropellantExpander Cycle Engines
- Key Engine Design Parameters and Features, Baselined -
Parameter/Feature LOX/CO LOX/CH 4
Chamber Pressure (psia)
Mixture Ratio
Injector Density (Elements_n 2)
Injector Type (Co-Axial)
Turbine Bypass (%)
Chamber Regen Bypass (%)
Chamber Length (cm)
Area Ratio(s)
Percent Nozzle (%)
55O
0.55
10
3.0
0.0
0.0
91.4
400:1/165:1
90.0
700
3.60
10
3.0
0.0
0.0
66.0
400:1/140:1
90.0
Table 4-16. In Situ Propellant Gas Generator Cycle Engines
- Key Engine Design Parameters and Features, Baselined-
Parameter/Feature LOX/CO LOX/CH4
Chamber Pressure (psia)
Mixture Ratio
Chamber Length (cm)
Gas Generator Mixture Ratio
Area Ratio(s)
2,000
0.55
91.4
0.05
400:1
2,000
4.0
66.0
0.4
400:1
Both the LOX/CO and LOX/CH 4 expander engine designs operate at low chamber
pressures, < 700 psia, and at mixture ratios that produced near-optimum performance. Both
engines incorporate well-proven moderate element density, co-axial injector designs. No turbine
or chamber regenerative bypass are included in the designs. The chamber length of the LOX/CO
engine (91.4 era) is approximately 30% longer than that associate with the LOX/CI_ engine, 66.0
era. Engine system performance, length, weight, and thrust chamber regen cooling pressure drop
were considered in the selection of the chamber length of each engine. The baseline nozzle on both
engines systems uses 90 percent length Rao contour nozzles which were found to be a good
compromise in terms of packaging, weight, and performance.
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Due to the low operatingpressuresassociatedthe expandercycle classof engines, they
were found to be somewhat heavy in terms of weight and extremely large. Because of their size,
each baseline engine system had two baseline versions -- one which incorporated a nozzle area
ratio of 400:1 and another which had a nozzle exit diameter limited to 457-cm diameter. The
457-cm diameter is based on the maximum usable diameter of the Space Shuttle's payload bay. As
shown in Table 4-15, baseline systems which considered this packaging constraint, translated into
nozzle area ratio of either 165:1 or 140:1 for the expander engine systems.
The gas generator cycle engine systems incorporated many of the same features as those
associated with the expander engine systems. These operate at substantially higher chamber
pressure, Pc=2000 psia, than that characteristic of the expander cycle engines. These higher
chamber pressure engines are more compact and do not require truncated or translating nozzle
designs. The selection of the gas generator mixture ratio was based on the compromise between
overall engine system performance, weight, and turbine inlet temperature.
4.2.3 Baseline Engine Systems
Based on the engine sensitivity trade assessment, just discussed, baseline expander and gas
generator engine system designs were established. The baseline expander and gas generator cycle
engine designs are summarized in Tables 4-17 and 4-18, respectively. Key overall engine system
parameters and features are given by each engine operating mode. As previously noted, each
baseline expander cycle engine system comes in two design versions: one for a nozzle area ratio of
400:1 and the other with a specified area ratio, which was previously discussed. The 400:1 nozzle
expander cycle engine system design version assumes that a lightweight translating nozzle is used.
Note that engine system design Versions C and D, which are bipropellant design derivations of the
tripropellant engines that support LEV and/or MEV applications, include only the hardware
required to support bipropellant operation. Thus, only one fuel feed system is included in its
weight budget compared to two fuel feed systems for the tripropellant engine designs. Likewise,
for the lighter LEV and MEV engine system design the support hardware is resized.
Detailed descriptions and data associated with the baseline engine designs are given in
Appendix D. Features and descriptions for all of the baseline expander and gas generator engine
system designs at full rated power and at throttled (off-design) conditions are presented in
Appendix D. Typically, engine operating conditions, chamber/coolant, and chamber/injector
design compatibility characteristics are given.
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Baseline engine system thrust-to-weight is compared to other operational, development,
conceptual engine designs in Figure 4-7. These engine systems exhibit a substantially lower
thrust-to-weight ratio when compared to other engines in their thrust class. Most of these other
engine are expendable designs with little or no throttling capability and some operate at higher
chamber pressures than those associated with baseline engine designs, and are optimized for ETO
operation which may imply low nozzle area ratio designs. The differences in these design features
give some insight into their thrust-to-weight disparity. The thrust-to-weight ratio of the baseline
engine system is in the same range or a little higher than those associated with lower thrust OTV
engine systems. Though somewhat lower in thrust, the OTV engine systems have many
similarities with the baseline engine system designs. These similarities include that many of these
engines are throttleable and that they are optimized for performance, which implies large-area-ratio
nozzle designs. The baseline tripropellant engine designs exhibit lower thrust-to-weight than
Aerojet designs because they operate at substantially higher thrust levels and chamber pressures.
Likewise, the baseline tripropeUant engine designs have low thrust-to-weight because they include
the weight of two independent feed systems. The baseline gas generator cycle engine system
designs also have a substantially greater thrust-to-weight ratio than those characteristic of the
baseline expander cycle engine systems, as shown in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7. Engine Thrust-to-Weight as a Function of Thrust
- Comparison -
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4.2.4 Other Engine Design Comparisons
Top-level engineering assessment studies were also performed that addressed some of the
key design issues that were identified during the definition and evaluation effort associated with the
baseline engine designs. These studies addressed: l) the use of translating nozzles in terms of
packaging and weight for expander cycle engines, 2) the influence of turbopump turbine blade
strength on the maximum chamber pressure for expander cycle engines, and 3) the feasibility/
compatibility of multifuel-compatible feed systems for the tripropellant engine systems considered.
The following discusses these studies in more detail.
4.2.4.1 Translating Nozzle Assessment
A translating design nozzle concept was studied for the baseline tripropellant expander
cycle engine systems to determine its impact on packing and weight. Due to large size of the low
chamber pressure expander cycle engines, see Section 4.2.3, packaging the engine into a launch
vehicle could be difficult. The nozzle incorporates a lightweight, screw rod translating design
which moves its carbon-carbon high area ratio extension into position, where it locks in place.
Three screw rods are placed 120 degrees apart about the periphery of the engine. It is made of a
lightweight carbon, composite structure. Before the nozzle extension is deployed, it is stowed
around the outer portion of the engine.
The results of this assessment are shown in Table 4-19. For each tripropellant engine
design, the packaging length is reduced substantially (approximately 29%). The overall engine
system weight is increased substantially by incorporating a translating nozzle for each baseline
engine design considered. The weight is increased by approximately 45% for the baseline
LOX/CO/H 2 and LOX/CO/CH 4 engine systems while the weight is increased by 76% for the
LOX/CH4/H 2 baseline engine system design. As was previously mentioned, it is felt that the
packaging is a major issue with the expander cycle baseline engines and a translating nozzle was
incorporated in their design.
4.2.4.2 Turbine Blade Strength Assessment
It was observed during engine system sensitivity trades evaluation effort that the selection
of the turbopumps turbine blade strength had a major influence on the maximum chamber pressure
achievable for the expander cycle engines. These engines designs assumed warm 02 driven
turbopumps to feed the propellants through the engine. Because these engine designs use warm
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0 2 to drive their turbopumps, turbine material options are limited because of chemical compatibility
considerations. MONEL 500 was selected as the turbine material for all the engine systems
considered in this study because it is compatible with warm 0 2 and has adequate yield stress
(>80,000 psi) at the operating conditions of interest.
Table 4-19. Translating Nozzle Effects in Terms of Packaging and Weight
- Expander Cycle Engines -
Engine
Concept
Number
Propellants
LOX/CO/H 2
LOX/CH4/H 2
LOX/CO/CH4
Stowed
Length AR =
400:1 (m)
8.27
8.81
8.27
Total
Deployed
Length (m)
11.64
12.15
11.64
Engine Weight
w/o Translating
Nozzle (kg)
2963.2
2227.7
3058.1
Engine Weight
w/Translating
Nozzle (kg)
4420.1
3915.0
4515.0
This assessment was performed to give some insight into the inherent design margin
associated with the selection of MONEL 500 as the turbine blade material. A LOX/CH4, expander
cycle engine design was used in this evaluation that operated at a mixture ratio of 3.6, a thrust level
of 250,000 lbf, and incorporates a nozzle area ratio of 400:1. The minimum turbine blade yield
stress was varied and the maximum operating chamber pressure was identified. These results are
shown in Table 4-20. It is concluded from these results that turbine blade materials with only a
minimum yield stress of 40,000 psi can adequately support operation of the baseline engine
systems of interest. Hence, the selection of MONEL 500 as the turbine material has a substantial
design margin for its intended application in the low chamber pressure baseline engine systems.
Table 4-20. Turbine Blade Strength Influence on Chamber Pressure
Maximum Chamber Minimum Turbine
Pressure (psia) Yield Stress (psi)*
400 30000
700 40000
* Ultimate Sla'ess = 1.20 x Yield Stre.s_ m Analysis
4.2.4.3 Common Fuel Turbopump Assessment
This assessment addressed the feasibility of using one single common fuel turbopump
(feed system) for the baseline wipropellant engine sy stems that incorporate two independent fuel
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systems. If found feasible, such a design approach has the potential to reduce tripropellant engine
system weight and increase its simplicity which translates into higher reliability. All baseline
engine systems were evaluated in this assessment. It was found that using a baseline engine CH 4
or CO turbopump for pumping H 2 was not possible. This result is not surprising due to the large
density difference between the fuels. For the baseline LOX/CH4/CO gas generator cycle engine, it
was found that a single turbopump design could adequately pump both CH a and CO. Table 4-21
shows the design and operational characteristics for such an engine over a large thrust level range.
All the other baseline engine system designs that incorporated a common fuel turbopump design
were found not to be feasible.
4.3 Propellant Tank Design Assessment
Top-level engineering design assessment of candidate propellant tankage for Mars in situ-
based propulsion/vehicle system was performed to investigate key design issues and to identify
promising design options. This assessment was based on the results of the initial mission
requirements discussed in Section 2.0 and used the baseline engine system designs presented in
Section 4.2.3. Tankage systems for MTV applications were examined because they showed the
potential for a substantial weight savings due to using common propellant tanks through all or
some phases of their mission flight profile.
The preliminary design analysis of candidate tank design options was performed using
SAIC's ELES program, see Refs. 4-1 through 4-3, and the PSDOC (Protection Structures Design
Optimization Code) model, see Ref. 4-4, which defined meteoroid protection system requirements.
Trade studies were conducted that addressed: 1) in situ multipropellant tank commonality/
compatibility issues such as sizing, materials compatibility and pressurization, 2) boiloff and
3) meteoroid protection system requirements and design. Results from these trades were
compared to comparable SOA LOX/H 2 tank systems. The design assumptions, considerations,
and key results associated with this assessment are presented in the following Sections.
4.3.1 Design Requirements/Considerations
In addition to tank size, which is a strong function of AV for a given mission segment,
other tankage system requirements must be characterized to accurately design a propellant tank
system. These other key requirements are the propellant exposure (storage) time in space, the
thermal environment, the space debris environment/protection requirements, acceleration loading,
and geometric envelope constraints, which are usually dictated by the ETO launch system.
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Typically, thepropellantexposuretime andthermalenvironment(distancefrom the sun)greatly
influencetheboiloff characteristics/requirementsof propellanttankagesystem.For this study,a
typical 435-dayMarsmissionwasusedin theassessmentwhich is shownin Figure 4-8. Dueto
thenatureof this missionthepropellanttankagesystemmustbeableto surviveadynamicspace
debris environment. Key tankagespacedebris conditions/designconsiderationsby mission
segmentaresummarizedin Table4-22. Generaltankagesystemsfeaturesandrequirementswere
identifiedandareshownin Table4-23.
Table4-22. KeySpaceDebrisTankDesignConsiderationsby MissionSegment
Mission Segment Conditions/Design Considerations
LEO Earth-Orbital Space Debris, Cometary Meteoroids, Earth Shielding,
Gravitational Defocusing, Altitude, Inclination, Configuration
Transit Asteroidal and Cometary Meteoroids, Trajectory and Schedule,
Configuration
Mars Orbit Asteroidal and Cometary Meteoroids, Mars/Phobos/Deimos
Shielding, Gravitational De focussing, Altitude, Configuration
Martian Surface Excursion Asteroidal and Cometary Meteoroids, Surviving Particle Mass to
Supply/Surface Vehicles Surface, Primary Impacts on Surface, Secondary Eject&
Configuration
To support the Mars transportation systems considered in this study, an ETO launch
system based on a growth version of the Advanced Launch System, discussed in Ref. 1-1, was
assumed. Figure 4-9 shows this ETO launch system with its key payload performance and
geometric features listed.
Additionally, an assessment of tank system sizing was performed by scenario type and
mission segment to identify common propellant tank volumes. This was based on the initial
mission requirements, see Section 2.0, as previously discussed. Table 4-24 shows the tank
system sizing assessment results. Based on these results, the other design considerations and
issues, and the overall assessment goal to examine candidate tank designs that best display design
differences and issues, propellant tank designs for the following mission scenarios were evaluated.
They are: 1) Scenario No. 2 - Lunar LOX, Mars LOX/CO, and 2) Scenario No. 4 - Lunar
LOX/CH 4, Mars LOX/CO. In addition to these, tank system designs associated with the all Earth
LOX/H 2 based system (Scenario No. 1) were also evaluated so that the in situ propellant-based
tank designs could be compared.
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• 140t to Space Station Freedom
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Figure 4-9. Growth Version of the Advanced Launch System
Scenario No. 2 was selected because it addressed the influence of employing the in situ
propellant CO on the tank design compared to a conventional Earth H 2 tank design. The potential
of ISPP, reduced boiloff, and cryogenic (LH2)/storable (CO) propellant compatibility on MTV
tank design were key reasons to examine this mission scenario. Scenario No. 4 demonstrates a
tankage system that uses only in situ propellants.
For these scenarios, MTV vehicle tankage systems were selected for the design assessment
because it was felt that such systems had the highest potential to reduce weight over other mission
segment vehicles (LTVs and MTVs) by employing common propellant tanks. MTV vehicle
tankage configuration strategies considered in the assessment were: 1) individual burn tanks,
2) common propellant tanks, 3)mission segmented common tanks, and 4) common/mission
segmented propellant tanks. These configuration strategies are summarized in Table 4-25.
Other tank system design approaches considered in the assessment were: identify tank
system design which made the maximum use of LOX tankage throughout the mission; modular
tank sizing; and performing a complete change out of tanks at the Moon and/or Mars. For the latter
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approach tank production from in situ materials would be extremely attractive because tanks
associated with MTV return propellant would not have to be reused or carried from Earth. This
approach would have a major impact on in situ material production infrastructure requirements. A
major tradeoff assessment would be required to quantify the impact of these requirements as
compared to the life cycle saving possible for the MTV transportation system.
Inflatable propellant tanks, shown in Figure 4-10, may also be another attractive option to
store in situ propellants. Weight savings may be possible with such a tankage concept because of
its reduced susceptibility to meteoroid penetrations while in its stored, folded position during a
portion of the flight. There are many technology issues associated with such a concept. An
example of such an issue is the chemical compatibility of a highly flexible material with the
propellants at the operating conditions of interest.
MARS OUTBOUND
CREW,PAYLOAC, ...i
STOWED FOLDED TANK "-_...
PROJECTION CONTAINER _ I : ,._.ii_i.' ',
EARTHINBOUND
E:_ INFLATED TANK'_ [_
TOR2_J/32
Figure 4-10. Inflatable Tanks May Be Attractive to Store In Situ Propellants
4.3.2 Analysis Approach and Results
Tank design analysis was performed using the ELES design program, as previously
discussed. The ELES program characterized the tank design in terms of its boiloff characteristics,
but meteoroid shield protection system design analysis could not be performed. The tank
meteoroid shield design evaluation was performed using SAIC's PSDOC which was recently
developed for NASA MSFC, see Ref. 4-4.
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ThePSDOC model incorporates probabilistic space environment debris characteristics that
includes deterministic hypersonic impact predictor models. It models many of the key meteoroid
protection factors that drive the design of a protection system. These factors include: the space
debris environment; spacecraft operational period; spacecraft exposure area and orientation; and
mission altitude and inclination. In this evaluation a 7.8 g/cm 3 average debris mass was assumed,
which is typical of a meteoroid with high iron content. This is the typical asteroid/meteoroid debris
environment associated with the transit to and from Mars and its surface. A bumper shield
meteoroid protection system was assumed in the evaluation. Figure 4-11 shows this concept and
the basic tank geometry modeled. Candidate meteoroid impact shielding materials were also
identified and assessed. This assessment is summarized in Table 4-26. Aluminum alloys were
baselined in the evaluation because of their well defined properties. Though some of the other
material options showed potential to produce a weight savings, more impact and space
environment compatibility characterization testing is required for these candidates.
BUMPER SHIELD CONCEPT
BACKUP
WALL
i
DEBRIS CLOUD
- Solid Par_cles _.
- liqUid Droplets __..i-- BU.M.PERVapors _r,..-Lu
Combination of Above \ \
0 ......
............o: :::::::::::
o..... 11 INCOMING
_ :::_i:: ...... ; METEOROID
0 .... ";""
I BASIC TANK GEOMETRY MODELED !
WALL-"V i!iii+i+++!iil
TANK w,X=.P
VOID
BUMPER
SHIELD
TOR29i/10
Figure 4-11. The Tank Meteoroid Shield Penetration Concept Evaluated
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Table 4-26. Impact Shielding Materials/Options Considerations
MATERIAL
Aluminum Alloys"
(e.g. 6061 -T6, 2219-T87)
Titanium Alloys
Metal Matrix Composites
(e.g. Graphite Aluminum)
Graphite Epoxies
Ceramic Composites
PROS
Well-Known, Well-Tested, Good
All-Around Properties
Well-Known, Good Properties, Some
Alloys Appear Superior to Best
Aluminum Alloys
Greater Flexibility for Tailoring,
Potentially Weight Efficient
Greater Flexibility for Tailoring,
Potentially Weight Efficient
Well-Tested for DoO Applications,
Good Impact Resistance
CONS
Wide Variance in Impact Resistance
Among Alloys, May Not Be Optimal
Not as Well-Tested for Impacts.
Potentially Wide Variances
Not Well-Studied for Impacts.
Potential Problems for Other Space
Environments
Not Very Well-Studied. Potential
Problems for Other Environments,
Particulady for Epoxy Materials
Potential.Weight Problems
_Selected for Initial Functional Screening Analysis TOR29_/1
The evaluation parametrically characterized the baseline meteoroid shield design concept in
terms of: 1) mission duration, 2) tank size (surface area) and 3) probability of no penetration
(PRF)- The results of this evaluation are shown in Figures 4-12 and 4-13. As shown in Figure
4-12, the PRF for deep space missions will likely be greater than 0.980 because inspection,
maintenance, and repairs will be unlikely for such missions. For the results displayed in Figure
4-13 PRy----0.990 was assumed. The meteoroid protection system weights for the .tank designs were
extrapolated from these results.
The overall analysis approach used to assess common tank designs is presented in Figure
4-14. The general tank design features assessed in the analysis are summarized in Table 4-27.
The tank designs examined in this assessment are displayed in Table 4-28. By evaluating these
tank designs for a given mission scenario and mission segment, a large number of tank design
comparisons can be made. These tank design comparisons are presented in Table 4-29. A large
number of sizing compatibility and technology options are addressed in this evaluation trade space.
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Design/Size Individual
Tanks for a Given
Mission Phase Segment,
for Appropriate Propellants
and Operational Conditions
v
Compare Individual Tank
Designs From the Mission
Phase Segments Where
Commonality Is Desired
Select Largest Tank
and Baseline
Determine Tank Operation
Pressure and Temperature
Conditions for All Common
Mission Segments
TOR29J/28
Figure 4-14. Common Tank Sizing Analysis Approach
Table 4-27. General Tank Design Features Assumed
• Suspended Nonloading Tankage Design with External Lines
• Separated Dome Tanks (where appEcable)
• Spherical Tanks ExceptWhere Tank DiameterWould Be Greater Than
11.8 meters(Compatible with Launch Vehicle Payload EnvelopeConstraints).
Otherwise,CyEndrical Tankswith Elliptic Tank Domes Assumed
• 2% ullage
• Surface Tension Propellant Acquisition Devices
• Tank Materials
- Weldalite*
- AI 2219-1'87
• Insulation
- SUPERFLOC*
Conventional MLI
• Meteoroid Shield Material
- AI 2219-1"87 (Conventional Aluminum Alloy)
• Autononm_ Pressurization
• Helium Stanup Pressure System (2 tanks per stage)
• Average Propellant/Space Exposure Time Used
• Average Distance and Worst-Case Radiauon Exposure Assumed
*Trademark
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Table 4-28. Tank Design Systems Evaluated by Mission Segment
MISSION
Scenario No./Vehicle/Tank Configuration TMI MOC
1. B_line EarthLOX/H 2
- Individual Bum Tanks O* •
2. Lunar LOX, Mars LOX/CO
- Individual Burn Tanks
- Common/Mission Segmented Propellant Tanks • •
4. Lunar LOX/CH4, Mars LOX/CO
Individual Burn Tanks • • •
- Common/Mission Segmented Propellant Tanks • • •
SEGMENT
TEl EOC
* Complete Tank Set (Fuel and Oxidizer)
Table 4-29. Tank Design Comparison Rationale
Comparison Tank System Elements
Case No.
1
2
(1FFMI)*, (1/MOC), (1/TEI)
1/(TMI) vs. (2/TMI) vs. (4/TMI)
10
11
(1/TMI) + (1/TEI) vs.
(2/TMI) + (2/TED
(1/TMI) + (I/TEI) vs.
O/TMI) + (4/TED
Rationale/Insight
• Establishes baseline LOX/H 2 cryogenic tank
system design
_ffMr)
Evaluates the impact of in situ propellant tank
designs vs. cryogenic propellant tank designs for
TMI
A direct comparison of the lunar LOX/I-12 vs.
lunar LOX/CI-I4 for TMI
Compares a tank design for TMI and TEl for
Scenario 2 against the conventional LOX/H2
baseline system
Compares a tank design for TMI and TEl for
Scenario4 against the conventional LOX/H2
baseline
5 (2/TMI)+ (2¢'I'EDvs. • Comparison oftankdesignsbetween Scenarios
(4/TMI)+ (4/TED 2 and 4
6 (I/MOC) vs. (4/MOC) • Comparison of boiloff effects on tankdesign
used for long propellant storage for the
conventionalcryogenicLOX/H2 systemand the
storableinsitu-basedLOX/CH4 system
7 (I:I"EI)vs.(2/TEl) • Comparison oftankdesignsforlong-term
exposuretospacefortheconventionalLOX/I-12
systemand theinsitu-basedLOX/CO system
8 (I/TMI) + (I/MOC) + (I/TEl)vs. • Comparison oftankdesignsforan allcryogenic
(4/TMI) + (4/MOC) + (4/TED LOX/H 2 system versus an all in situ propellant-
based LOX/CI-I4 and LOX/CO system
9 (1/MOC) and (4/MOC) • Tank insulation type varied, effect of boiloff
c,_panxl
(I/TMI) and (4/TEl) . Tank material varied, system weight compared
Tank pressure varied, system weight compared
* (Scenario No./Mission Segment)
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Detailed results for the tank designs analyzed, see Table 4-28, are given in Appendix F.
Tables 4-30, 4-31 and 4-32 summarize the tank design comparison results. Detailed mass tank
design weight comparisons results are shown in Table 4-30. Substantial reductions in the dry
weight of the tank systems which employ LOX/CO and LOX/CH 4 can be realized when compared
to systems that use Earth-based LOX/H 2. Use of SUPERFLOC insulation and Weldalite tank
materials reduces tank system weight substantially when compared to conventional tank materials
and insulations. Tank pressure over the range investigated had little effect on overall tank system
mass.
Total tankage system mass fractions are summarized in Table 4-31 for the tank designs
evaluated. Tankage systems which store LOX/H 2 have total tankage system mass fractions greater
than 0.020. Those tank systems which hold the in situ-baseA propellant combinations of LOX/CO
and LOX/CH 4 exhibit mass fractions in the range of 0.011 to 0.016. The high mass fractions
associated with the LOX/H 2 tank design are attributed to the large size from increased boiloff and
the low density associated with H 2. These mass fraction shown in Table 4-31 are considered
highly representative of such systems and should be considered for incorporation in future top-
level mission and vehicle design studies.
Table 4-32 presents the estimated dry tankage system weight savings by employing
common propellant tanks for the M'IV for each mission scenario considered. Employing a
common tank MTV can reduce tank system weight by approximately 40% compared to using
individual tanks for the in situ-based scenario. Developing tank technologies to support such
common tank designs would have a high payoff.
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Table 4-30. Tank Design Comparison Results Summary
Corn parison Corn ment(s)
Case No.
1
2
Mass Comparisons (ibm)
lfI'MI*
- Propellant Carried = 1,099,183
- Oxidizer Tank = 4,603.9
Fuel Tank -- 16,643.8
- Other = 5,186.3
- Total (wet) = 1,125,608
1/MOC
Propellant Carried -- 605,699
- Oxidizer Tank = 2,862.6
Fuel Tank = 6,716.3
- Other = 2,869.5
- Total (wet) = 618,147.4
1/I'EI
Propellant Carried = 202,832
- Oxidizer Tank = 1,386.6
- Fuel Tank = 3,378.8
- Other = 1,147.4
- Total (wet) = 208,739.8
1/FMI
Same as Comparison Case No. 1
24TMI
- Propellant Carried = 273,022
- Oxidizer Tank -- 1,698.0
- Fuel Tank = 3,998.1
- Other = 1,393.3
- Total (wet) = 280,111.4
4/TMI
Propellant Carried = 384,128
- Oxidizer Tank = 1,991.8
Fuel Tank -- 1,896.8
- Other = 1,680.9
- Total (wet) = 389,697.5
lfrMI
Same as Comparison Case No. 1
1/TEI
Same as Comparison Case No. 1
2/TMI
Same as Comparison Case No. 2
24"rEI
Propellant Carried = 325,607
Oxidizer Tank = 1,053.9
Fuel Tank = 2,148.5
Other = 1,570.6
Total (wet) = 330,380
• Substantial reduction in tankage system weight
is possible using in situ-based propellants for
the TMI mission segment
- Scenario No. 1 vs. Scenario No. 2
- Oxidizer tank = 63.1% reduction
- Fuel tank = 76.0% reduction
- Total dry weight = 73.2% reduction
- Scenario No. 1 vs. Scenario No. 4
- Oxidizer tank = 56.7% reduction
- Fuel tank = 88.6% reduction
- Total dry weight = 78.9% reduction
Scenario No. 4 TMI tankage system dry weight
is 21.4% lighter than that associated with
Scenario No. 2
Major differences in total wet weight for all 3
scenarios
- Influenced by mission approach, propellant
density, and engine specific impulse effects
Using the tank design approach for Scenario
No. 2 for the MTV transit flight phases reduces
total tankage system dry weight 63.3%
- Not influenced by boiloff
* Tankage Concept No. (see Table 4-25)/Mission Segment
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Comparison
Case No.
6
7
8
Table 4-30.
Mass
Tank Design Comparison Results Summary (Cont.)
i
Comparisons (Ibm)
• 1/TMI
- Same as Comparison Case No. 1
• 1/TEl
Same as Comparison Case No. 1
• 4/TMI
Same as Comparison Case No. 2
• 4/TEl
Propellant Carried = 731,017
Oxidizer Tank = 1,789.0
Fuel Tank = 3,251.4
Other -- 3,258.1
Total (wet) = 739,315.5
• 2/rMI
Same
• 2/I'EI
Same
• 4/TMI
Same
• 4/TEI
- Same
as Comparison Case No. 2
as Comparison Case No. 3
as Comparison Case No. 2
as Comparison Case No. 4
• 1/blOC
Same as Comparison Case No. 1
• 4/MOC
PropellantCarried= 261,979
OxidizerTank= 1,546.0
FuelTank = 1,477.6
Other= 1,229.9
Total(wet)= 266,232.5
IfrEI
Same
2/TEl
Same
asComparisonCaseNo. l
asComparisonCaseNo. 3
• I/TMI
Same
• I/MOC
Same
• I/TEl
Same
• 4/TMI
Same
• 4/MOC
Same
• 4/TEI
Same
as Comparison Case No. I
as Comparison Case No. I
as Comparison Case No. I
as Comparison Case No. 2
as Comparison Case No. 6
as Comparison Case No. 4
Comment(s)
• Using the tank design approach for Scenario
No. 4 for the MTV transit flight phases reduces
total tankage system dry weight 63.3%
- Not influenced by boiloff
• Total dry tankage system weight forScenario 2
is only reduced 14.2% when compared to
Scenario 4
• Scenario 4 MOC dry tankage system weight is
65.8% less than that associated with the
comparable baseline LOX/H 2 tankage system
Boiloff, engine performance and propellant
density influence this re.suit
• Using LOX/CO for TEl reduces the dry tankage
system approximately 19.2% compared to the
LOX/H 2 scenario baseline
• MTV dry tankage system weight can be reduced
by 59.5% by using all in sire propellant
scenarios (Scenario No. 4) compared to an all
Earth LOX/H2 system
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Table 4-30. Tank Design Comparison Results Summary (Cont.)
Comparison Mass Comparisons (Ibm) Comment(s)
Case No.
9 * •
10
11
I/MOC
Same as Comparison Case No. 1
• I/MOC
Propellant Carried = 611,696
- Oxidizer Tank = 3,151.8
- Fuel Tank = 7,626.8
- Total (wet) = 625,342.3
• 4/MOC (Baseline)
- Same as Comparison Case No. 6
• 4/MOC
- Propellant Carried = 263,764
- Oxidizer Tank = 1,694.5
- Fuel Tank = 1,623.6
- Other = 1,227.9
- Total (wet) = 268,310
• 1/TMI (Baseline)
- Same as Comparison Case No. 1
• 1/TMI
- Propellant Carded -- 1,099,189
- Oxidizer Tank = 6,582.2
- Fuel Tank = 24,558.8
- Other = 5,209.7
- Total (we0 = 1,135,539.7
• 4/TEI (Baseline)
- Same as Comparison Case No. 4
• 4fl'EI
- Propellant Carried = 731,012
- Oxidizer Tank = 1,832.2
- Fuel Tank = 3,890.2
Other = 3,257.7
- Total (wet) = 739,992.1
• 4/I%4I (Baseline)
Same as Comparison Case No. 2
• 4/TMI
Propellant Carded = 368,289
Oxidizer Tank = 1,992.1
Fuel Tank = 1,904.3
Other -- 1,753.3
Total (wet) = 391,938.7
• 4/TMI
- Propellant Carried = 388,476
- Oxidizer Tank = 1,995.2
- Fuel Tank = 1,918.0
- Other -- 1,754.4
- Total (we0 = 394,143.6
Use of conventional MLI for the MOC baseline
LOX/H 2 tankage system increases its total dry
weight by 56.7% compared to a system which
uses SUPERFLOC
Using MLI or SUPERFLOC has little effect on
the Scenario 4 MOC tankage system. Only a
6.4% increase in weight is predicted by using
SUPERFLOC
• Employing AI 2219-T87 tank materials
increases the Scenario 1 TMI dry tankage weight
by 27.3%
• Employing AI 2219-T87 tank materials
increases the Scenario 4 TMI dry tankage weight
by only 7.6%
Pressure ranges examined
- Oxidizer tank: 22.8 to 62.8 psia
- Fuel tank: 35.0 to 52.5 psia
Increasing tank pressure had little effect on
tankage system dry weight (<1.7%)
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Table 4-31. Summary of Total Tankage System Mass Fractions
Scenario Mission Total Tankage System
No. Segment Mass Fraction*
TMI 0.024
1 MOC 0.020
TEl 0.028
2 TMI 0.025
TEI 0.014
TMI 0.014
4 MOC 0.016
TEl 0.011
* Baseline design assumptions assumed; individual
bum tank design approach used.
Table 4-32. Summary of Potential Tankage System Weight Savings by Employing Common
Propellant Tanks for MTV Earth-Mars-Earth Mission Segments
Scenario
No.
2
Tank
Type
Oxidizer
Fuel
Oxidizer
Fuel
Oxidizer
Fuel
Mission Segment
Which Drives Tank
Commonality
TMI
TMI
TMI
TMI
TMI
TEl
Estimate of Dry
Tankage System
Weight Savings (%)
18.3
40.2
42.0
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5.0 MISSION PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISON
Mission performance was reassessed using the baseline multipropeUant engine designs
described in Section 4.2.3. Details of the approach and assumptions used in this updated
analysis, except as noted, are the same as those used in the initial mission analysis effort
described in Section 2.0. This section compares candidate mission scenarios and engine cycles,
and describes the results of trade studies defining sensitivity of mission performance to engine
design parameters such as mass, Isp, and nozzle area ratio. Also discussed is an assessment of
alternative propellant tank reuse/staging strategies. A summary of all scenarios described in this
section is shown in Table 5-1. All figures in this section refer to the scenario designations from
this table. Scenario 5, which was included in the initial mission assessment effort (see Section
2.0) for comparison to the other candidate scenarios, was excluded from these final performance
assessments because it does not require a multipropellant engine.
For these final performance calculations, more refined tank sizing assumptions were also
employed. In the initial calculations, mass was simply computed as a percentage of the
propellant inside the tank. For the final calculations, a specific AI/Li alloy is assumed for the
tank wall material. On top of this alloy, a layer of foam is sprayed, and MLI insulation, a vapor-
cooled shield, and a micrometeoroid shield are added (see Table 5-2). For tanks containing the
TMI propellant, only 5 cm of MLI is assumed, since these tanks have a much shorter space
storage time than the other tanks.
For each scenario, vehicle and plant mass were calculated for expander and gas generator
engines of 400:1 area ratio for all vehicles (booster stage, MTV, LEV, and MEV). A 165:1
expander engine was also assessed for Scenario 6, along with trades investigating the effect of
higher or lower engine mass and higher or lower Isp for a 400:1 area ratio engine. Additionally
for Scenario 7, trades were performed for alternatives in which tanks and/or engines would be
reused within the same mission or from one mission to the next.
The final mission performance tables in Appendix E provide the propellant requirements
for each mission burn, showing the mass of the vehicle immediately prior to each burn, AV
requirements, engine masses, Isp's, thrust levels, and engine thrust/burn times.
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Table5-1. MissionPerformanceAssessmentScenarios
Outbound Return
Scenario
Propellant Propellant
1A Earth LOX]I-I 2 Earth LOX/H 2
1B Earth LOX/H 2 Earth LOX/H 2
2A Lunar LOX/Earth H2 Mars LOX/CO
2B Lunar LOX/Earth H 2 Mars LOX/CO
3A Lunar LOX/Earth H2 Mars LOX/CH4
3B
4A
Lunar LOX/Earth H2
Lunar LOX/CH 4
Mars LOX/CH4
Mars LOX/CO
4B Lunar LOX/CH4 Mars LOX/CO
6A Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CO
6B Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CO
6C Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CO
6D Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CO
6E Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CO
6F Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CO
6G Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CO
7A Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CH4
7B Earth LOX/H 2 Mara LOX/CH 4
7C Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CH4
7D Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CH4
7E Earth LOX/H 2 Mars LOX/CH4
Engine Thrust Engine
(klb) Cycle
250 Expander
250 GG
175 Expander
175 GG
250 Expander
250 GG
175 Expander
175
175
GG
Expander
175 Expander
175 GG
175 Expander
Options
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
165:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
+10% eng. mass
175 Expander 400:1 area ratio
-10% eng. mass
175 Expander
Expander175
250
250
Expander
Expander
250 Expander
250 GG
250 Expander
400:1 area ratio
+10% Isp
400:1 area ratio
-10% Isp
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
MTV MOC tanks reused
for TEI+EOC
400:1 area ratio
No tank/engine staging
400:1 area ratio
400:1 area ratio
2 MOC tank sets:
1 MOC set reused for
TEl and then stage&
1 MOC set sized for
EOC propellant
(reused for EOC)
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Table 5-2. Propellant Tank Mass Allocations
Layer
Tank Wall
Foam
SUPERFLOC MLI
Vapor-Cooled Shield
SUPERFLOC MLI
Micrometeoroid Shield
Thickness
(cm)
0.4
1.27
5 (60 layers)
5
0.05
Areal Density
(kg/m2)
10.95
0.55
1.115
1.27
1.115
2.80
Total Areal Density (kg/m 2) = 17.8
5.1 Expander vs. Gas Generator Cycle Engine Assessment
Figure 5-1 shows a comparison of lunar and Mars propellant plant mass for each scenario
for vehicles using both expander and gas generator cycle engines that use a 400:1 nozzle area
ratio. These plant masses are representative of the front-end investment required to support a
given scenario. The plant masses required for scenarios employing expander-type engines are
consistently higher than those that employ gas generator cycle engines. Although the expander
cycle engines have slightly higher Isp's than the gas generator engines, the performance
advantage of the higher Isp expander engine is overshadowed by its significantly higher engine
mass, and, therefore, requires more propellant and a larger ISPP plant. The greatest plant mass
difference occurs for the Mars LOX/CO propellant plant of Scenario 4, where the plant required
for the gas generator engine scenarios is 16.4% lighter than that for expander engine scenarios.
The smallest plant mass difference occurs for the lunar propellant plant of Scenario 3, where the
plant required for gas generator engines is 1.7% lighter than that required for expander engines.
The Mars LOX/CO plant mass used in Scenarios 2, 4, and 6 is substantially greater than
any of the other plant masses, as depicted in Figure 5-1. This is due mainly to the refrigeration
requirement to separate CO from a CO-CO 2 gas mixture obtained during processing of the Mars
atmosphere. Alternative technologies for this separation are currently under investigation by
several researchers and may enable production of Mars LOX/CO with much smaller ISPP plant
sizes.
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Figure 5-1. ISPP Plant Mass Comparison: Expander vs. Gas Generator
Cycle Engine Assessment
Figure 5-2 shows MEV dry mass for each scenario for both expander and gas generator
engines. The vehicles using the expander engines are consistently heavier than those using the
gas generator engines, since the gas generator engines are anywhere from 43% to 61% lighter
than the expander engines (see Tables 4-15 and 4-16). The MEV mass in scenarios where Mars
LOX/CO is used is markedly higher than that in scenarios using Mars LOX/CH 4. This
difference is because LOX/CO propellant has an Isp of about 290 seconds, compared to
LOX/CH 4 which has an Isp of about 390 seconds. Therefore, much more LOX/CO propellant is
needed to perform the mission than LOX/CH 4 propellant.
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Figure 5-2. MEV Mass Comparison: Expander vs. Gas Generator Cycle Engine Assessment
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LEV dry massis shownin Figure5-3 for the in situscenariosin which lunarpropellantis
used. Similar to the MEV case,theLEVs usingexpandercycleenginesareheavierthan those
using gasgeneratorengines. The LEVs in Scenarios2 and 3 use lunar-producedLOX in
combinationwith Earth-producedH2. Thevehiclescarry lunar-producedLOX up to LLO and
transferit into the MTV tanks. The MTV makesthetrip from LLO to LMO using this lunar
LOX along with EarthH2. In thesetwo scenarios,theLEV not only transportsoxygenplant
resupplymaterialsdownto thelunarsurface,but it alsohasto carrydowntheEarth-producedH2
it needsto perform the next surface-to-LLO-to-surfacemission. This H2 is broughtout to the
Moon on theexpendableboosterandis transferredto theLEV in orbit.
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Figure 5-3. LEV Mass Comparison: Expander vs. Gas Generator Cycle Engine Assessment
In Scenario 4, the LEV uses lunar-produced LOX/CH 4 for propellant. Here, all of the
propellant used by the LEV is lunar-produced LOX/CH 4. The dry mass is lower here than in the
cases using lunar LOX/Earth H 2, since it does not have to carry Earth-produced propellant back
down to the surface.
Figure 5-4 shows a comparison of MTV dry mass for all the scenarios for expander vs.
gas generator engines. As expected, the vehicles with expander engines have higher mass than
those with gas generator engines. The shaded portion of each bar is the MTV engine mass.
Again, the heavier expander engines' performance is slightly improved (higher Isp) over the gas
generator engines, but results in a higher vehicle weight. The white portion of each bar
represents the combined mass of a 30 t crew habitat module, core EOI propellant tanks, and
structure. The masses shown here do not include the mass of the crew and consumables (totaling
approximately 7 t).
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Figure 5-4. MTV Mass Comparison: Expander vs. Gas Generator Cycle Engine Assessment
Steady-state Earth Launch Mass (ELM) per mission is displayed in Figure 5-5 for each
scenario for both expander and gas generator engine types. The legend at the top of this figure
shows the elements that comprise the steady-state ELM and include (from top of each bar down):
1) the 25 t Mars mission payload; 2) the 4 crew members and their consumables; 3) the MEV
aeroshell used for decelerating the MEV during descent to the Mars surface; 4) the engines that
are staged during the mission; 5) the staged propellant tanks; 6) propellant supplied from Earth;
7) refurbishment and consumable resupply for the Mars ISPP plant; and 8) refurbishment and
consumable resupply for the lunar ISPP plant used only in Scenarios 2, 3, and 4.
The significance of Figure 5-5 is that it shows the launch mass savings achievable per
mission over the long term by employing in situ propellant production at the Moon and/or Mars.
Scenarios using expander cycle engines (1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 6A, 7A) depict the potential ELM
savings as great as 81% (Scenario 4A) over the baseline chemical propulsion scenario (1A),
which uses no in situ propellant. The major mass savings is in reduction of the amount of Earth-
sourced propellant required to perform the mission. In Scenarios 2 and 3, Earth-supplied
LOX/H 2 is needed by the expendable booster to transport the MTV from LEO to LLO, and
Earth-supplied H 2 is needed to fuel the LEV and the MTV for the LLO to LMO leg of the trip.
In Scenario 4, Earth-supplied LOX/H 2 is needed only by the booster to carry the MTV from LEO
to LLO, while in Scenarios 6 and 7, Earth-supplied LOX/H 2 is used for the LEO to LMO leg of
the MTV trip. The scenario using the least Earth-supplied propellant is Scenario 4.
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Figure 5-5. Steady-State Earth Launch Mass per Mission Comparison: Expander vs. Gas
Generator Cycle Engine Assessment
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An interesting observation is that even though the Mars plant mass is substantially higher
in Scenarios 2, 4, and 6 than it is in Scenarios 3 and 7, the ELM is lower because no reagent
resupply is needed by the Mars LOX/CO plant, see Figure 5-2. For the LOX/CH 4 plant,
however, over 70 t of Earth-produced H 2 is needed for reagent resupply. This necessity
increases ELM substantially.
Note that Figure 5-5 shows ELM per mission in the steady-state operation, after the
plants have been constructed at the Moon and/or Mars. Figure 5-5 does not show the ELM
required for the first few missions that emplace the infrastructure elements. The infrastructure
elements are: 1) the fully operational lunar and Mars ISPP plants; 2) the surface excursion
vehicles (LEVs and MEVs) needed to transport propellant from the plants up to the MTV and to
bring crew, mission payload, and plant resupply down to the surface; and 3) the MTV. The
masses represented by each bar are the masses of elements that are resupplied for each mission.
These elements are shown in the legend at the top of Figure 5-5.
5.2 Engine Design and Tank Reuse Trades
To better understand the sensitivity of the mission performance assessment to engine
design parameters, several trades were performed for Scenarios 6 and 7. In Scenario 6, these
trades included investigations of mission performance using different engine mass and Isp
values, and using an engine with a lower nozzle area ratio. Additionally, in Scenario 7, three
propellant tank reuse strategies were assessed to identify potential savings by using a tank for
more than one burn. All other scenarios staged tanks after being emptied and carried empty
tanks for fuel obtained from the Moon or Mars.
Results for the engine design and tank reuse trades are characterized by three key
elements. The first is the mass of the ISPP plant required on the Mars surface to enable the pro-
duction levels needed for the return trip to Earth. This comparison is shown in Figure 5-6. The
second element is the mass of the transfer and excursion vehicles used and is representative of
the requirements for vehicle replacement missions. These results are shown in Figure 5-7. The
third element is the ELM requirements for steady-state operation. These requirements are shown
in Figure 5-8 and can be compared to the case using all Earth propellants, which requires 1,627 t
delivered to Earth orbit for support of a single mission. A discussion of these results follows.
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5.2.1 Engine Mass
Engine mass sensitivity analyses were performed for the case that departs Earth orbit with
Earth LOX/H 2 for the outbound trip and refuels with LOX/CO produced at Mars for the return
trip (Scenario 6). The engine design used is the LOX/CO/H 2 expander cycle engine with a 400:1
area ratio. The results are shown in Figures 5-6 through 5-8 and refer to Scenarios 6D and 6E.
Scenario 6A uses the engine design obtained from the engine system assessment portion of this
study described in Section 4.2.3. Scenario 6D adds 10% to the engine mass from 6A. Scenario
6E uses an engine with 10% less mass than in 6A. Comparing the results of Scenarios 6D and
6E to 6A shows low sensitivity of mission performance results to a +10% change in engine mass.
The impacts of this change in engine mass on the masses of the Mars ISPP plant, MEV, MTV,
and steady-state Earth launch requirements to support one mission are shown in Figure 5-9.
Although the change in steady-state Earth launch mass requirements is not more than -1-3% with a
+10% change in engine mass, the reduction of ELM with a -10% change in engine mass is twice
the increase of ELM with a +10% change in engine mass. This suggests that further reductions
in engine mass, without a loss of performance, may yield even greater savings in ELM
requirements.
5.2.2 Engine Performance
Engine performance sensitivity analyses were performed for the same case and with the
same engine design as described above. These results are shown in Figures 5-6 through 5-8 and
refer to Scenarios 6F and 6G. Scenario 6F adds 10% to the Isp used for 6A and Scenario 6G
reduces the Isp from 6A by 10%. These results are summarized in Figure 5-10. The sensitivity
of mission performance to engine Isp appears significantly higher than the sensitivity to engine
mass. Because engine Isp directly affects propellant requirements, which in turn affect the Mars
ISPP plant mass and support requirements, which affect the size of the payload transported to
Mars, mission performance is strongly impacted. The steady-state Earth launch mass penalty for
a -10% change in Isp is over 60%, although a +10% change saves only about 20%. This
sensitivity may not be as great working with a different engine design with a higher Isp
(LOX/CO Isp for the return trip is only 293 sec). These results suggest that if engine Isp can be
increased with only a small increase in engine mass, additional Earth launch mass savings may
be attainable.
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The effect of using an engine with an nozzle area ratio of 165:1, versus 400:1, for the
same scenario and engine concept as in the engine mass sensitivity analyses was investigated and
is shown as Scenario 6B in Figures 5-6 through 5-8. The effect of reducing the area ratio
resulted in about a 30% decrease in engine mass with only about a 3% decrease in engine Isp.
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Impacts on the Mars ISPP plant mass, MEV, MTV, and steady-state Earth launch mass are
shown in Figure 5-11. The result of the lower engine mass and Isp is less than a 1% increase in
steady-state ELM required. The masses of the transfer and excursion vehicles will reduce
requirements for vehicle replacement missions, but the higher mass of the Mars ISPP plant will
drive up the front-end costs of emplacing the needed ISPP plant and push back the time to the
ELM break-even point. One advantage of using the lower area ratio engine that is not shown in
the mission performance analysis is that this engine should be easier to package in the cargo bay
of an Earth-launched vehicle.
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5.2.4 Tank Reuse Strategies
For Scenario 7, several tank reuse strategies were investigated to identify effects on
mission performance. Baseline mission performance does not reuse tanks, except for the core
MTV tanks holding EOI propellant, and carries empty tankage to fill at Mars for the return trip.
The MTV basically consists of a core with tanks, engine(s), and crew habitat module and several
sets of stageable tanks which jettison after TMI, MOC, and TEl burns. In Scenario 7, the MTV
uses Earth LOX/H 2 for the outbound trip and returns with Mars LOX/CH 4. The engine concept
used is the expander cycle LOX/CH,flI-I 2 engine with a 400:1 area ratio. This case was chosen
because tank volumes needed for the outbound trip with LOX/H 2 were anticipated to be close to
the volumes needed for the return trip with LOX/CH 4.
The strategies investigated are shown schematically in Figure 5-12 and axe depicted in
Figures 5-6 through 5-8 as Scenarios 7B, 7C, and 7E. In Scenario 7B, TMI tanks are staged after
TMI and the tanks used for MOI axe sized to hold the propellant for the return trip and are carried
with the MTV back to LEO. In Scenario 7C, no tanks are staged. These strategies were selected
to reduce the steady-state ELM by minimizing the mass of replacement propellant tanks needed
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for a mission. The approach used for Scenario 7E attempts to minimize the mass of empty
tankage carried through Earth departure and Earth return AVs. In this scenario, the TMI tanks
are staged after TMI and the MOI tanks are separated into two sets. One MOI tank set is sized
for EOI so that no empty tankage would be carried through this AV. The other MOI tank set is
sized to hold the remainder of the MOI propellant, which occupies a volume slightly greater than
the TEI propellant requires. This second MOI tank set is staged after TEl, leaving a full tank set
holding the EOI propellant that is reused for the next mission. A summary of the tank
reuse/staging strategy analyses is shown in Figure 5-13. All alternative staging strategy
scenarios required an increase in Mars ISPP requirements because empty tankage is carried on
the return trip in each of these scenarios. However, the increase is relatively minimal for
Scenario 7E, where the strategy focused on minimizing the acceleration of empty tankage. Of
these scenarios, only 7E achieved a lower steady-state ELM than the baseline scenario, 7A,
although this savings is small (approximately 3%).
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Figure 5-12. Alternative Tank Reuse/Staging Strategies
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5.3 Mission Performance Conclusions and Recommendations
From the final mission performance predictions, summarized in Table 5-3, steady-state
ELM is reduced substantially if in situ lunar and Mars propellants are used to fuel the MTV and
MEV. Plant masses, propellant masses, vehicle masses, and ELM are all lower in scenarios that
utilize gas generator cycle engines rather than expander cycle engines, due to the substantially
lower mass of the gas generator engines. For the LOX/CO/H 2 expander engine, going from a
400:1 nozzle area ratio to a 165:1 ratio does not significantly affect steady-state ELM. The
mission performance assessments for Scenario 6 indicate that a 10% change in engine Isp has a
greater performance impact than does a 10% change in engine mass. Propellant tank reuse can
reduce ELM if the tanks are sized such that acceleration of empty tank volume is minimized as
much as possible. However, completely reusing all propellant tanks for the entire mission (i.e.,
no tank staging), can significantly increase ELM. In terms of reducing steady state ELM, the
most favorable scenario is Scenario 4, which utilizes lunar LOX/CH 4 and Mars LOX/CO. For
all the scenarios, Earth-supplied propellant comprises a majority of ELM requirements.
It is recommended for further study that a comprehensive year-by-year performance
assessment be performed that includes propellant plant set-up missions and vehicle change-out
missions to characterize multimission performance. While propellant plant masses and vehicle
masses were calculated, the requirements for emplacing these elements were not evaluated. This
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is akey considerationin evaluatingin situpropellantusebecause,althoughtheISPPsteady-state
mission ELM may be considerablyreducedover the non-ISPPcase, the set-upand vehicle
replacementrequirementsmay be substantialand will affect the numberof missionsto ELM
paybackandsavingsover thecourseof multiple missions.
Othersensitivityanalysesmayimproveinsight into understandingtheimpactson mission
performanceof ISPPrequirements,vehicle design,and missiondesign. Tradescanbe run to
investigate the effect of lower lunar and Mars ISPPplant masseson required ELM. Also,
possibleengineimprovementsthatmayincreaseIsp without significantlyincreasingenginemass
shouldbeinvestigated.Tanksizingandstagingstrategies houldalsobemorecloselyexamined,
including the possibility of using common-sizedtanksfor all the vehicles. Also, the useof
aerocapture at Mars and Earth should be considered. Other possibilities for improved
performancewould be to basethe MTV in LLO, sothat is doesnot haveto be boostedout of
LEO for eachmission,or to transportlunarpropellantto LEO, sothat theMTV would not have
to go to the Moon at all. Most importantly, enhancementof our understandingof the ISPP
requirements,through laboratorystudieson Earth and technologyinvestigationson the lunar
and/orMarssurface,is necessaryto moreaccuratelydefinemissionperformanceimprovements.
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6.0 TECHNOLOGY MATURATION PLAN
A technology maturation plan has been established that addresses the development and
demonstration of critical technologies and systems required to support a decision at the turn-of-the-
century (year 2000+) to develop an operational Mars in situ propellant-based propulsion system.
The technology research and development plan, as well as the technology assessment and major
assumptions that support it, are discussed in the remainder of this section.
It was assumed that development of a Mars in situ propellant-based propulsion system
would draw upon ongoing cryogenic space propulsion system technologies, see Ref. 6-1 and 6-2,
and on technologies that address unique technology and design issues of such systems. This
development consideration is displayed in Figure 6-1. The technology _ian established in this
study addresses only the technology and design developments required that are unique to Mars in
situ propellant-based propulsion system. Many of the technologies and design issues for deep
space cryogenic engines are also similar to those associated with engine systems of interest to this
study. An example of this is the generic engine system characteristics associated with space-based
engine systems, shown in Table 6-1, which are applicable to both cryogenic and Mars in situ
propellant-based engine systems.
Cryogenic Space Propulsion
Technology/Design
Developments
iiii::i i  i      i i :: : i :iii2ii:i iiii:i:ii::i::iii::i::i i::ii:iiiii!:  ii:
Mars In Situ Propellant-
Based Propulsion
System Development
Figure 6-1. Development of a Mars In Situ Propellant-Based Propulsion System
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Table6-1. EngineSystemCharacteristics to Meet Space Basing Requirements
• Automated Pre-Mission Checkout
• Real-Time Safety Monitoring
• Incipient Failure Mode Detection
• Post-Firing Trend Monitoring
• Long Duration Space Exposure
• Minimum Maintenance
• Engine Servicing in Space
• Replaceable Modular Systems/Robotic Engine Changeout
• Minimize Fluid Requirements
A technology readiness assessment was conducted in four fundamental engineering areas
associated with development of Mars in s,itu propeUant-based engine systems. The areas assessed
involved: 1) materials compatibility, 2) cooling, 3) ignition/combustion and 4) pumping. The
assessment was based on results associated with the technology review and engine system design
analysis discussed in Sections 2.0 and 4.0, respectively, and by applying the NASA technology
readiness level definition given in Table 6-2. Results of this assessment are presented in Table
6-3. For engine systems that use more conventional bipropellants such as LOX/H 2 and LOX/CH 4
technology readiness is very high. This is based on the extensive research and development
experience associated with LOX/H 2 and LOX/CH 4 launch and upper stage/space engines over the
past 30 years, as well as operational experience with LOX/H 2 engines systems. Bipropellant
LOX/CO and tripropellant engine systems lack a strong experience base and are rated low (1 to 3)
in terms of technology readiness in all of the key engineering areas.
Based on the propulsion system assessment reported in Section 4.0, an evaluation was
performed by each major propulsion system, subsystem, or component to identify the technology
improvements that may be required. These improvements were then rated in terms of their
confidence to achieve the required goal. The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 6-4.
The relative confidence rating is based on the probable difficulties to achieve the goal.
From the previous two assessments, just mentioned, key research and development issues
were then identified and categorized. Table 6-5 summarizes these issues. These key issues are
unique to Mars tripropellant propulsion systems. The issues are categorized as either being
enabling or enhancing. An enabling issue is one that must be addressed and successfully
demonstrated by one or more solutions to ensure the feasibility of a Mars in situ propellant-based
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Table 6-3. Technology Readiness of Fundamental Research Issues Associated
With In Situ Mars Propellant-Based Engines
TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL
Propellant Materials Cooling Ignition/ Pumping
Combinations Compatibility Combustion
Bipropellants
LOX/H 2 9 9 9 9
LOX/CO 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2
LOX/CH 4 5-6 5-6 5-6 5-6
Tripropellants
LOX/I-I2/CO 1 1 1 1
LOX/H2/CH4 3 3 3 2
LOX/CO/CH4 1 2 1 1
Table 6-4. Propulsion System Subsystem/Component Evaluation
Subsystem or
Component
Propellant Tankage
Feed System
Injector
Options
• Lightweight structure, and meteoroid shell, high
performance insulation
• Common fuel tankage
• Common propellant tankage
Fuel and oxidizer
• Lightweight, inflatable propellant tankage
• Integrated, high performance lank/refrigeration
• Lightweight, reliable, highly throttleable
turbopumps
• Common fuel turbopumps
• Common turbopumps
Fuel and oxidizer
• Lightweight, common propellant lines, valving
Compatible composite structures/materials
• Turbine drive systems using multiple fuel-rich,
high-temperature gases
• Stoichiometric gas generator
• High temperature turbine materials for oxygen-
rich chive gases
Common, high performance multiple propellant
injector design
At design and throttled conditions
Relative Confidence
to Achieve
Im provements(s)*
High
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
LOw
High
Low
High
Medium
Low
* Low = Difficult; Medium = Moderate Difficulty; High = Low Difficulty
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Table 6-4. Propulsion System Subsystem/Component Evaluation (Cont.)
Subsystem or
Component
Thrust Chamber
Options
High performance, oxygen cooled thrust
chamber
High performance and high chamber pressure
cooled thrustchamber
Common multiple fuel cooled thrust chamber
Common fuel or oxygen cooled thrust chamber
Relative Confidence
to Achieve
Improvements(s)*
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Nozzle • Lightweight nozzle extension High
• Lightweight translate nozzle extension Medium
Control System
Mounts and Support
• Lightweight, radiation environment compatible
• Highly robust, adaptive control system to
support multimede engine operation with
various propellant combinations
• Sensors compatible with more than one
propellant
• Lightweight thrust mounts and supports
• Highly integrated feed system/thrust mount
support system design
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
* Low = Difficult; Medium = Moderate Difficulty; High = Low Difficulty
Table 6-5. Key Research and Development Issues
Issues Rationale/ Type (Enab, ling
Comments or Enhancing)
Materials
- Compatibility
- CO
- LOX
Common Multipropellants
- CO/H2
- H2/CH4
- CO/CH4
Little data available on CO at high temperature and
pressure conditions
Additional research required to identify materials that
are compatible with LOX at temperature higher than
present day options
- Turbine materials /
Thrust chamber materials ] Improved Performance
Little or no data available
- Tank materials which support 1
common tank designs /
Common pumping/ / ReducedWeight
cooling engine systems J
Enabling*
Enhancing
Enhancing
* Impacts Mission Scenarios 2, 4, and 6 Only.
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Table 6-5. Key Research and Development Issues (Cont.)
• Cooling
CO
Issues
• Ignition/Combustion
- LOX/CO
• Pumping
CO
• Common Multipropellant
Injector Design
• Common Multipropellant Feed
System/Turbopump Design
• Common Thrust Chamber
Design
• Ignition/Gas Generator Design
LOX/CO
• Common Control/Health
Monitoring System
• Common Propellant Tank
Design and Supporting
Operations
• Lightweight, Compact High Area
Ratio Nozzle Design
Rationale/
Comments
Little fundamental data available on CO cooling at
high heat flux and pressure conditions
Little fundamental data available on the ignition
and combustion of LOX/CO at the conditions of
interest
Little fundamental data available on pumping of
CO at the conditions of interest
Liule design data available associated with main
injector and gas generator (preburner) designs that
can operate with more than one propellant
combination of interest over a wide operating
range (required for throttling)
Design database lacking to support design of a
common pump-fed (including turbopump) feed
system that can efficiently pump more than one
fuel of interest over a wide operating range
Design database lacking to support design of a
common thrust chamber that is cooled by more
than one propellant over the operating range of
interest
Little data available associated with design and
operation of a LOX/CO gas generator at low
temperature and pressure operating conditions
Little experience available associated with the
design and operation of control/health monitoring
system for an engine system that uses different
propellant conditions during various operating
modes
Little experience/design database available on the
design and operations (such as refilling in space) of
tanks that can store more than one propellant of
interest
Type (Enabling
or Enhancing)
Low chamber pressure in situ Mars propellant-
based engines may require high weight translating
high area ratio nozzle or an alternative design due
to packaging constrzunts
Enabling*
Enabling*
Enabling*
Enabling
Enhancing
Enabling
Enhancing*
Enabling
Enhancing
Enhancing*
* Impacts Mission Scenarios 2, 4, and 6 Only.
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propulsionsystem. If anengineeringsolutioncannotbefound for a givenissue,developmentof
the propulsionsystemwill not be possible. An enhancingissueaddressesarea(s)of possible
improvements,over the state-of-the-artengineeringsolution, that can producea high payoff
typically in areasof performance,masssavings,and/ormissionflexibility, for example. Someof
theissuesidentifiedin Table6-5areassociatedwith propulsionsystemsthatemployonly COasa
fuel. Manyof the issuesaddresscommonmultipropellantcombustionhardwarecomponentdesign
thatis critical for theproposedMTV propulsionsystems.
It should be noted that there are many researchand developmentissues which are
characterizedasenablingin Table6-5. This shouldnot be interpretedthathigh-risk technology
breakthroughsare required in theseareasto developa Mars tripropellant propulsion system.
Presently,many of these issues lack an adequatetechnology base. These issuescan be
successfullyaddressedbyimplementingfocusedtechnologydevelopmentprogramsin theseareas.
A technologydevelopmentplanwasthendefinedthataddressesthekeytechnology/design
issuesgivenin Table6-5 aswell asdemonstratesthefeasibilityof theMarstripropellantengine
systemconceptemployingextensivecommonenginesystemhardware.Tables6-6 and6-7 list the
majorplanningassumptionsandkeyareasto beaddressed,respectively,whichareassociatedwith
thetechnologydevelopmentplan. As previously mentioned,the technologydevelopmentplan
drawson ongoingspacepropulsiontechnologydevelopmentsandonly addressestechnologyand
designissuesassociatedwithMarstripropellantpropulsionsystems.
Table6-6. Major Assumptionsin DefiningTechnologyDevelopmentPlan
• DevelopmentdecisionassociatedwithMarsinsitupropellantpropul-
sionsystemswillbemadeattheturnofthecentury(year2000)
• Technologyavailablefromotherpropulsionareas(suchasadvanced
LOX/H2spacengines)willbeavailabletosupportdevelopmentof
Marsinsitupropellant-basedpropulsionsystems
• ExistingUnitedStatesandpossiblyworldpropulsionsystem
developmenttestingfacilitieswillbeavailabletosupportdevelopment
ofMarsinsitupropellant-basedpropulsionsystem
- Nonewmajortestingfacilitiesrequired,onlymodification/
upgradingofcurrentfacilitieswillberequired
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Table 6-7. Key Areas to Be Addressed by the Technology Development Plan
• Establish fundamental database associated with candidate propellant and material options
• Investigate feasibility of common propulsion system hardware design approach
• Demonstrate overall in situ Mars propellant engine system feasibility
• Assess the impact of engine system technology capabilities on overall mission
architecture and vehicle design
The technology development plan is comprised of four major phases. They are:
1) fundamental research, 2) exploratory development, 3) breadboard engine system demonstra-
tion, and 4) system engineering studies. Table 6-8 summarizes these major phases. The first three
phases focus on propulsion system technology/design issues, while the other provides the overall
systems engineering/integration development function. In this development phase emerging
mission, vehicle and engine system designs are identified and assessed as new technology data
becomes available from the other technology plan development phases. Figure 6-2 shows the
overall technology development plan process, which would last for 7 years from go-ahead. If the
initial program go-ahead were approved for Government Fiscal Year 1993, a flight system
development decision at Fiscal Year 2000 could be supported by the proposed technology
development plan program. For each technology plan development phase, programs addressing
key technology/design issues were defined. Table 6-9 summarizes these programs. Detailed
descriptions of each technology development plan program element are given in Appendix G.
Figure 6-3 provides an overall technology development plan schedule and the estimated required
funding by program element and fiscal year to accomplish it.
The overall funding required for the 7-year maturation plan is approximately $104 million.
The initial program funding requirements for the first 2 years is a little over $3 million per year
which focuses on the fundamental research aspects of development. At the conclusion of this
development phase if major fundamental research issues are still outstanding, the Mars common
tripropellant propulsion system approach should be completely be reassessed. If after this
development phase, results look encouraging, an exploratory development and a breadboard
engine system demonstration would then be initiated, as shown in Figure 6-3. Yearly funding
requirements would then increase (ramp up) accordingly to a maximum of $26.5 million in the fifth
year of the technology maturation plan. At the conclusion of this program, necessary data should
be available to establish the feasibility of Mars in situ propellant-based propulsion systems and
provide the insight to make a knowledgeable decision to develop an operational flight system.
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It is estimated that 5 to 7 years would be required to develop and certify a flight engine
system if the development decision is approved. Based on the technology plan just discussed, the
earliest initial operational capability of such an engine system would be in FY2005.
Table 6-8. Summary of Goal(s) and Activities by Development Phase
Development
Phase
Fundamental
Research
Exploratory
Development
B_
Engine System
Demonstration
Systems
Engineering
Goal(s) Activities
Establish fundamental material, thermal-
hydraulic and combustion databases to
support definition and evaluation of
component, subsystem and propulsion
system concepts
Demonstrate promising technologies and
designs (components and/or subsystems)
that can support development of high
performance, lightweight, reliable engine
system(s) that use Mars in situ
propellants
Demonstrate one or more complete
engine system concepts
Provide propulsion system requirements
and guidance in identifying critical
technologies and design concepts, and
their impact on the overall mission and
vehicle design
Fundamental experimental and theoretical
studies are performed in the areas of:
• Materials compatibility
• Cooling
• Combustion/ignition
• Pumping
• other(s)
Design manufacturing and component/
subsystem testing:
• Injector(s)
• Turbopump(s)
• Thrust chamber(s)
• Ignition/gas generator design(s)
• Control/health monitoring system(s)
• Common tankage system(s)
• Translating high area ratio nozzle(s)
Design, manufacture and test one or more
promising engine system concepts that
use Mars in situ-based propellants; tests
will examine the following areas:
• Thrust range (throttling)
• Duty cycle compatibility
• S tartup/shutdown/throttling
characteristics
• Performance
• Life
• Multipropellant compatibility
Mission and vehicle system design
studies as well as assessments of
emerging propulsion system concepts
and their supporting technologies
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Figure 6-2. Overall Process to Support Development of an In Situ Mars
Propellant-Based Propulsion System
Table 6-9. Summary of Technology Development Plan Program
Program Title Development Objective(s)No. Phase*
1 FRMars In Situ Propellant
Propulsion System
Materials Compatibility
Research
Fundamental CO Cooling
Data Study
FR
Identify propulsion system material candidates that
are compatible with potential Mars in situ propel-
lants and/or propellant combinations. Propellants
and/or propellant combinations for which material
compatibility should be investigated include:
CO/LOX, CO/H2, H2/CH4, CO/CH 4
Establish a fundamental database associated with
CO cooling for conditions that are typical of thrust
chambers and turbopumps
* FR = Fundamental Research; ED = Exploratory Development; BED = Breadboard Engine Demonstration;
SE = System Engineering
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Table 6-9. Summary of Technology Development Plan Program (Cont.)
Program Title Devel°pment i Objective(s)
No. Phase*
3 LOX/CO Ignition/ FR Establish a fundamental database associated with
Combustion Research LOX/CO injection and combustion for conditions
typical of an engine system
4 Fundamental CO Pumping FR Establish a CO pumping database for the range of
Database conditions typical of a LOX/CO engine
5 ED
10
11
12
13
Common Multipropellant
Injector Design Feasibility
Study
Common Multipropellant
Feed System/Turbopumps
Design Feasibility Study
Common Thrust Chamber
Design Feasibility Study
LOX/CO Gas Generator
Design Feasibility Study
Common Control/Health
Monitoring System Design
Feasibility Study
Common Propellant Tank
Design and Supporting
Operations Study
Lightweight, Compact High
Area Ratio Nozzle Design
Study
Mars Tfipropellant Subscale
Engine System Demonstra-
tion Program
Preliminary Mars In Situ
Propellent Mission/Vehicle/
Engine System Design
Studies
ED
ED
El)
ED
ED
ED
BED
SE
Establish feasibility and identify promising
injector design(s) that can operate with more than
one Mars in site-based propellant combination
over a wide operating range. Main injector and gas
generator designs are to be investigated
Establish feasibility and identify promising feed
system/turbopump design(s) that can operate
efficiently with more than one Mars in site-based
fuel over a wide operating range
Establish feasibility and identify promising thrust
chamber design(s) that can operate with more than
one Mars in situ-based propellant over a wide
operating range
Establish feasibility and identify LOX/CO gas
generator design(s) that can operate over a wide
range of operating conditions
Establish feasibility and identify promising
common control/health monitoring system(s) that
can operate with numerous in site Mars propellant
combinations for various engine system operating
modes
Establish feasibility and identify common
propellant tank design(s) and supporting operation
requirements and design approach(es), such as for
resupply. Identification of high payoff alternative
tank designs will also be considered
Identify lightweight, compact high area ratio
nozzle designs for Mars in site tripropellant engine
systems employing LOX/CO as one of its two
propellant combinations
Successfully demonstrate and establish feasibility
of a subscale (15,000-60,000 lbf thrust level)
candidate Mars in site propellant-based
tripropellant engine system design concept
Assess the impact of engine technology data as it
becomes available, on evolving Mars in situ
propellant-based mission, vehicle and engine
system designs
* FR = Fundamental Research; ED = Exploratory Development; BED = Breadboard Engine Demonstration;
SE = System Engineering
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
A top-levelfeasibility studywasconductedthat identified andcharacterizedpromising
chemical propulsion system designswhich use two or more of the following propellant
combinations:LOX/H2,LOX/CH4andLOX/CO. Theenginesystemsexaminedemphasizedthe
usageof common subsystem/componenthardwarewhere possible. In support of this study,
numerousmissionscenarioswerecharacterizedthatusedvariouscombinationsof Earth,lunarand
Marspropellantsto establishenginesystemrequirementsto assessthepromisingenginesystem
designconceptexamined,andtodetermineoverallexplorationleverageof suchsystemscompared
to state-of-the-art cryogenic (LOX/H2) propulsion systems. Initially in the study, critical
propulsion systemtechnologieswere assessed.Candidateexpanderand gasgeneratorcycle
LOX/He/CO, LOX/Ha/CH4 and LOX/CO/CH4 engine systemdesignswere parametrically
evaluated.From thisevaluationbaseline,tripropellantMTV LOX cooledandbipropellantLEV
andMEV enginesystemswereidentified. Representativetankagedesignsfor a MTV werealso
investigated. Re-evaluationof the missionsusing the baselineenginedesign showedthat in
generaltheslightly lower performance,smaller,lower weightgasgeneratorcycle-basedengines,
requiredlessoverallmissionMarsandISPPinfrastructuresupportcomparedto thelarger,heavier,
higherperformingexpandercycleenginesystems.
Additionally, thestudyidentifiedkeytechnologyanddesignissuesthatmustbeaddressed
to ensurethetechnicalfeasibilityof suchenginesystems.A 7-yeartechnologymaturationplan
wasestablishedthatwouldaddresstheseissuesin anefficientmanner.
It is recommendedin the near-term,that additional tripropellant enginesystemdesign
studiesbeundertakenthatconsiderpropellantsotherthanLOX astheenginesystemcoolant. By
assumingLOX asthe coolantin enginesystemsexaminedin this study,chamberpressurewas
limited. Enginesthatemploythecandidatefuelastheircoolantmayhavethepotentialtooperateat
higherchamberpressures,hencepossiblyreducingtheengine'ssizeandweightsubstantially,for
a given thrust level. In parallel with this effort, it is recommendedthat a robust fundamental
researchprogramin theareasof materialscompatibility,cooling,ignition/combustionandpumping
be initiatedasdiscussedin thetechnologymaturationplan. This datais critical in theassessment
of candidate tripropellant engine systems. Due to highly coupled interrelationship of the
propulsionsystem,whichusesin situ-derivedlunarand/orMarspropellants,with thevehicleand
ISPPinfrastructure,additionalmission/vehicledesignstudiesarealsorecommendedat this time.
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APPENDIX A
INITIAL MISSION REQUIREMENTS DATA
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APPENDIX A
INITIAL MISSION REQUIREMENTS DATA
This appendix contains summary data of the results from the initial mission performance
analysis. Three outputs characterize each of the seven scenarios investigated:
.
.
Mission Description and Assumptions - describes the sequence of mission events,
identifies required infrastructure elements and steady-state Earth launch requirements,
and states major assumptions made.
Mass AV, Specific Impulse (vacuum), Thrust, and Burn Time Summaries Arranged by
Burn.
3. Engine Requirements Arranged by Vehicle.
These requirements provided a starting point for the engine system design effort and used
rough engine performance and mass estimates. Section 2.0 summarized these efforts, and Section
5.0 contained the mission performance results using the specific propulsion system designs
described in Section 4.0.
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SCENARIO 1
Baseline Scenario (No Lunar/Mars Propellant): Earth LOX/H 2
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APPENDIX B
OFF-DESIGN ELES ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The user-defined turbomachinery option of ELES allows evaluation of fuel and oxidizer
pump and turbine performance at off-design operating characteristics and with a variety of
propellants. The parameters input to define the TPA for off-design evaluation are detailed in the
worksheets following, and include number of stages for all pumps and turbines, pump and turbine
diameters, turbine annulus area, turbine admission fraction, and various gas generator parameters.
ELES calculates pump head rise and volumetric flowrate, and turbine horsepower, mass
flowrate, and pressure ratio based on cycle balance requirements. Using these values, the pump
rpm is calculated as a function of input pump diameter. To perform this calculation, a correlation
had to be developed for pump head coefficient as a function of specific speed (standard cases
interpolate this coefficient from a data table), and is of the form:
HC = const * SS x
where
HC = head coefficient
SS = pump specific speed
For example, the main pump correlation is:
HC = 3.7852 * SS -°.28786
This correlation is different for main pumps and boost pumps. The specific speed is a
function of pump rpm, head rise, and volumetric flowrate, as is shown below:
SS = RPM * SQRT(volumetric flowrate)/(pump head rise 0.75)
The pump diameter is calculated as:
Dia = (720/pi*RPM) * SQRT(32.2*pump head rise/head coefficient)
B-2

Substitutingtheheadcoefficientandspecificspeedequationsinto theequationfor pump
diameterandrearranginggivesanequationfor pumprpm'sasa functionof input pumpdiameter
only. Oncetherpm'sareknown,thespecificspeed,efficiency,andhorsepowerareeasily found
from thestandardELESequations.
The user-definedTPA versionof ELEScalculatestherequiredturbinemassflowrate and
horsepowerandthenevaluatestheuserinput turbineto seehow well it performsin meetingthese
requirements.The first stepis to calculatethe isentropicspoutingvelocity (Co) basedon the
numberof turbinestages.Then,theratioof turbinebladetangentialvelocity (U) to Cobasedon
inputturbinediameter(U/Co)iscalculatedandcheckedto determinewhetherthisratio is within the
acceptedrangeof 0.2-0.6. If U/Co is not within anacceptablerange,a warningis printed. Next,
the user-definedTPA version of ELES calculatesthe turbine inlet Mach number and checks
whether it is below the acceptedmaximum value of 1.7. Finally, turbine specific speed,
efficiency, and horsepoweris calculated. The horsepowerprovided is thencomparedwith the
horsepowerequiredandif notwithin 3%,a new turbinepressureratio is selectedandtheentire
processis repeated.
Whenagasgeneratorcycleis beingevaluated,theusercanalsoinputvaluesfor GG bleed
efficiency, turbine/GGinlet temperatureandpressure,Isp of GG bleed,and turbine and bleed
nozzleflowrates.
B-3
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APPENDIX C
ENGINE SYSTEM DESIGN SENSITIVITY TRADE RESULTS
A detailed summary of engine system design sensitivity trade results are presented in this
appendix. Numerous trades are presented for both expander and gas generator cycle engine
systems using LOX/H 2, LOX/CO and LOX/CH 4 propellant combinations. It is based on the
assessment of this data presented herein that optimum or near-optimum engine system design
operation conditions and features were identified. These are discussed in Section 4.2.2.
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APPENDIX D
BASELINE ENGINE SYSTEM DESIGN DATA
This appendix contains detailed engineering description data of the baseline engine systems
discussed in Section 4.2.3. This database includes data pertaining to all these tripropellant engine
systems baselined in this study for MEV applications and their bipropellant-based derivative
designs for LEV and MEV applications. These engine systems are characterized for full rated
power (100% thrust) and at reduced throttled (off-design) operating conditions. Typical engine
system operational, thrust chamber/coolant, and chamber/injector design compatibility character-
istics data are given in this appendix.
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APPENDIX E
FINAL MISSION PROFILE/REQUIREMENTS DATA
Detailed mission profile and requirements data is presented in this appendix for the mission
scenarios examined in Section 5.0. This data is based on engine systems engineering data which is
presented and discussed in Section 4.0.
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APPENDIX F
TANKAGE SYSTEM DESIGN DATA
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APPENDIX F
TANKAGE SYSTEM DESIGN DATA
This appendix presents the detailed tankage system design analysis data for propellant tank
systems evaluated in Section 4.3.
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 1
Mission Scenario No. : 1-Baseline Earth LOX/H 2
Mission Segment: TMI
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 2-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/H 2
Thrust Level (lbf): 250,000
Number of Engines: 2
Mixture Ratio: 6.0
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.0
Space Hold Time (days): 5
Total Exposure Time (days): 7
Tank Material: Weldalite
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carded (Ibm): 1,099,183
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 1,090,409
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 35.0
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 843.3
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 1,183.6 X 1,334.5
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm):. 109
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .234
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 233.6
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 384.1
Oxidizer Tank Weight (lbm):
-Tank Structure: 2629.4
-Insulation: 930.6
-Acquisition System: 13.7
-Meteoroid Protection System: 1,030.2
Total: 4,603.9
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 12812.6
-Insulation: 2112.8
-Acquisition System: 15.6
-Meteoroid Protection System: 1,693.8
Total: 16,634.8
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 646.7
-Tank Mounts: 4431.3
-Pressurants Control System: 108.3
Total: 5,186.3
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 26,425.0
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .024
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 2
Mission Scenario No. : 1-Baseline Earth LOX/H 2
Mission Segment: MOC
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 2-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/H 2
Thrust Level (lbf): 250,000
Number of Engines: 2
Mixture Ratio: 6.0
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.3
Space Hold Time (days): 300
Total Exposure Time (days): 300
Tank Material: Weldalite
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 605,699
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 592,314
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 35.0
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 700.0
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 1,088.1
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 162.7
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 366.4
Oxidizer Tank Weight (lbm):
-Tank Structure: 1,512.7
-Insulation: 619.6
-Acquisition System: 12.8
-Meteoroid Protection System: 717.5
Total: 2,862.6
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 3653.8
-Insulation: 1431.9
-Acquisition System: 14.8
-Meteoroid Protection System: 1,615.8
Total: 6,716.3
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 414.8
-Tank Mounts: 2398.6
-Pressurants Control System: 56.1
Total: 2,869.5
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 12,448.4
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .020
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidize0
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 3
Mission Scenario No. : 1-Baseline Earth LOX/H 2
Mission Segment: TEl
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 2-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/H 2
Thrust Level (lbf): 250,000
Number of Engines: 2
Mixture Ratio: 6.0
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.3
Space Hold Time (days): 340
Total Exposure Time (days): 340
Tank Material: Weldalite
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 202,832
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 195,850
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 35.0
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 484.6
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 767.1
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 80.0
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 194.6
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 726.3
-Insulation: 296.3
-Acquisition System: 11.2
-Meteoroid Protection System: 352.8
Total: 1,386.6
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 1817.2
-Insulation: 685.1
-Acquisition System: 13.3
-Meteoroid Protection System: 858.2
Total: 3,373.8
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 297.7
-Tank Mounts: 795.0
-Pressurants Control System: 54.7
Total: 1,147.4
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 5,907.8
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .028
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 4
Mission Scenario No. : 2-Lunar (Earth H2) for Outbound and Mars LOX/CO for Return
Mission Segment: TMI
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 1-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/H 2
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 6.0
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.0
Space Hold Time (days): 14
Total Exposure Time (days): 14
Tank Material: 14
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 273,022
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 270,691
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 35.0
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 536.9
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 828.5
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 97.4
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 226.2
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 891.3
-Insulation: 366.0
-Acquisition System: 11.2
-Meteoroid Protection System: 429.5
Total: 1,698.0
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 2118.5
-Insulation: 868.8
-Acquisition System: 13.3
-Meteoroid Protection System: 997.5
Total: 3,998.1
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 260.3
-Tank Mounts: 1096.9
-Pressurants Control System: 36.1
Total: 1,393.3
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 7,089.4
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .025
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 5
Mission Scenario No. : 2-Lunar LOX (Earth H2) for Outbound and Mars LOX/CO for Return
Mission Segment: TEl
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 1-B
Propellant Combination: LOX/CO
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 0.55
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.3
Space Hold Time (days): 14
Total Exposure Time (days): 14
Tank Material: 14
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 325,607
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 321,709
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 22.3
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 421.1
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 605.1
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 61.1
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 122.7
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 548.9
-Insulation: 224.9
-Acquisition System: 10.6
-Meteoroid Protection System: 269.5
Total: 1,053.9
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 1130.7
-insulation: 464.5
-Acquisition System: 12.2
-Meteoroid Protection System: 541.1
Total: 2,148.5
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 219.4
-Tank Mounts: 1299.5
-Pressurants Control System: 51.7
Total: 1,570.6
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 4,773.0
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .014
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 6
Mission Scenario No. : 4-LOX/CH 4 for Outbound and Mars LOX/CH 4 Return
Mission Segment: TMI
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 3-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/CH 4
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 3.6
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.0
Space Hold Time (days): 14
Total Exposure Time (days): 14
Tank Material: 14
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 384,128
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 381,711
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 12.5
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 582.2
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 567.9
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 113.9
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 108.6
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 1047.3
-Insulation: 430.2
-Acquisition System: 12.0
-Meteoroid Protection System: 502.3
Total: 1991.8
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 996.7
-Insulation: 409.3
-Acquisition System: 11.9
-Meteoroid Protection System: 478.9
Total: 1,896.8
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 108.6
-Tank Mounts: 1542.0
-Pressurants Control System: 30.3
Total: 1,680.9
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 5,569.5
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .014
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 7
Mission Scenario No. : 4-Lunar LOX/CH 4 for Outbound and Mars LOX/CH 4 Return
Mission Segment: MOC
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 3-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/CH 4
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 3.6
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.3
Space Hold Time (days): 300
Total Exposure Time (days): 300
Tank Material: 300
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carded (lbm): 261,979
Propellants Burned (lbm): 257,938
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 12.5
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 512.1
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 500.9
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 88.9
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 85.2
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 811.0
-Insulation: 331.3
-Acquisition System: 11.5
-Meteoroid Protection System: 392.2
Total: 1,546.0
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 775.3
-Insulation: 315.2
-Acquisition System: 11.4
-Meteoroid Protection System: 375.7
Total: 1,477.6
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 157.5
-Tank Mounts: 1042.4
-Pressurants Control System: 30.0
Total: 1,229.9
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 4,253.5
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .016
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 8
Mission Scenario No. : 4-Lunar LOX/CH 4 for Outbound and Mars LOX/CH 4 Return
Mission Segment: TEI
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 3-B
Propellant Combination: LOX/CO
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 0.55
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.3
Space Hold Time (days): 14
Total Exposure Time (days): 14
Tank Material: Weldalite
Insulation: Superfloe
Propellants Carried (lbm): 731,017
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 722,800
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 22.3
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 551.2
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 792.5
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 102.5
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 207.4
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 939.4
-Insulation: 385.8
-Acquisition System: 11.8
-Meteoroid Protection System: 452.0
Total: 1,789.0
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 1937.6
-Insulation: 385.8
-Acquisition System: 13.4
-Meteoroid Protection System: 914.6
Total: 3,251.4
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 287.8
-Tank Mounts: 2917.6
-Pressurants Control System: 52.7
Total: 3,258.1
Total Tankage System Weight (lbm)*: 8,298.5
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .011
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidize0
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 9
Mission Scenario No. : 1-Baseline Earth LOX/H 2
Mission Segment: TMI
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 2-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/H 2
Thrust Level (lb0:250,000
Number of Engines: 2
Mixture Ratio: 6.0
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.0
Space Hold Time (days): 5
Total Exposure Time (days): 7
Tank Material: A1 2219-T87 Alloy
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carded (Ibm): 1,099,189
Propellants Burned (lbm): 1,099,409
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 35.0
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 856.0
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 1,132.8X1,334.5
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm):. 183
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .358
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 241.1
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 383.7
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 4574.6
-Insulation: 930.6
-Acquisition System: 13.7
-Meteoroid Protection System: 1,063.3
Total: 6,582.2
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 20,738.3
-Insulation: 2112.7
-Acquisition System: 15.6
-Meteoroid Protection System: 1,692.3
Total: 24,558.8
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 646.7
-Tank Mounts: 4,454.7
-Pressurants Control System: 108.3
Total: 5,209.7
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 36,350.7
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .032
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 10
Mission Scenario No. • 4-Lunar LOX/CH 4 for Outbound and Mars LOX/CH 4 Return
Mission Segment: TEl
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 3-B
Propellant Combination: LOX/CO
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 0.55
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.3
Space Hold Time (days): 14
Tank Material: A12219-T87 Alloy
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carded (Ibm): 731,012
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 722,800
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 551.2
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 792.0
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .081
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 102.5
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 207.1
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 982.6
-Insulation: 385.8
-Acquisition System: 11.8
-Meteoroid Protection System: 452.0
Total: 1,832.2
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 2166.8
-Insulation: 796.7
-Acquisition System: 13.4
-Meteoroid Protection System: 913.3
Total: 3,890.2
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 287.8
-Tank Mounts: 2917.2
-pressurants Control System: 52.7
Total: 3,257.7
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 8,980.1
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .012
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 11
Mission Scenario No. : 1-Baseline Earth LOX/H 2
Mission Segment: MOC
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 2-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/H 2
Thrust Level (lbf): 250,000
Number of Engines: 2
Mixture Ratio: 6.0
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.3
Space Hold Time (days): 300
Total Exposure Time: 300
Tank Material: Weldalite
Insulation: MLI
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 611,696
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 592,314
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 35.0
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 700.5
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 1,105.4
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 158.6
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 390.9
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 1516.6
-Insulation: 922.9
-Acquisition System: 12.9
-Meteoroid Protection System: 699.4
Total: 3,151.8
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 3770.0
-Insulation: 2118.0
-Acquisition System: 14.9
-Meteoroid Protection System: 1,723.9
Total: 7,626.8
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 412.7
-Tank Mounts: 2398.9
-Pressurants Control System: 56.1
Total: 2,867.7
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 13,646.3
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .022
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 12
Mission Scenario No. : 4-Lunar LOX/CH 4 for Outbound and Mars LOX/CH 4 Return
Mission Segment: MOC
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 3-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/CH 4
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 3.6
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.3
Space Hold Time (days): 300
Total Exposure Time: 300
Tank Material: Weldalite
Insulation: MLI
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 263,764
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 257,938
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 22.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 12.5
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 513.1
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 502.9
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 86.0
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 82.7
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 814.0
-Insulation: 489.8
-Acquisition System: 11.5
-Meteoroid Protection System: 379.2
Total: 1,694.5
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 781.4
-Insulation: 466.0
-Acquisition System: 11.4
-Meteoroid Protection System: 364.8
Total: 1,623.6
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 155.5
-Tank Mounts: 1042.4
-pressurants Control System: 30.0
Total: 1,227.9
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 4,546.0
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .017
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 13
Mission Scenario No. : 4-LOX/CH 4 for Outbound and Mars LOX/CH 4 Return
Mission Segment: TMI
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 3-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/CH 4
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 3.6
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.0
Space Hold Time (days): 14
Total Exposure Time: 14
Tank Material: Weldalite
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 386,289
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 381,711
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 42.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 32.5
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 582.2
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 569.0
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 113.9
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 108.9
Oxidizer Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 1047.5
-Insulation: 430.3
-Acquisition System: 12.0
-Meteoroid Protection System: 502.3
Total: 1,992.1
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 1001.0
-Insulation: 411.1
-Acquisition System: 11.9
-Meteoroid Protection System: 480.3
Total: 1,904.3
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 181.0
-Tank Mounts: 1542.0
-Pressurants Control System: 30.3
Total: 1,753.3
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 5,649.7
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .014
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidize0
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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TANKAGE SYSTEM DATA SUMMARY*
Design No.: 14
Mission Scenario No. : 4-LOX/CH 4 for Outbound and Mars LOX/CO Return
Mission Segment: TMI
Vehicle Application: MTV
Engine Type (Cycle/No.): Expander/No. 3-A
Propellant Combination: LOX/CH 4
Thrust Level (lbf): 175,000
Number of Engines: 1
Mixture Ratio: 3.6
Average Orbit Distance from the Sun (A.U.): 1.0
Space Hold Time (days): 14
Total Exposure Time: 14
Tank Material: Weldalite
Insulation: Superfloc
Propellants Carried (Ibm): 388,476
Propellants Burned (Ibm): 381,711
Oxidizer Tank Pressure (psia): 62.8
Fuel Tank Pressure (psia): 52.5
Oxidizer Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 582.7
Fuel Tank Inside Diameter (cm): 571.0
Oxidizer Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Fuel Tank Wall Thickness (cm): .076
Oxidizer Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 114.1
Fuel Tank Surface Area (m2)**: 109.7
Oxidizer Tank Weight (lbm):
-Tank Structure: 1049.1
-Insulation: 430.9
-Acquisition System: 12.0
-Meteoroid Protection System: 503.2
Total: 1,995.2
Fuel Tank Weight (Ibm):
-Tank Structure: 1008.2
-Insulation: 414.0
-Acquisition System: 12.0
-Meteoroid Protection System: 483.8
Total: 1,918.0
Other Tankage System Weight (Ibm):
-Lines: 182.1
-Tank Mounts: 1542.0
-Pressurants Control System: 30.3
Total: 1,754.4
Total Tankage System Weight (Ibm)*: 5,667.6
Total Tankage System Mass Fraction: .014
* Based on a single propellant tank set (fuel and oxidizer)
** Includes the thickness of insulation, but not the meteoroid protection system
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APPENDIX G
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROGRAM
ELEMENT PLAN DESCRIPTIONS
Detailed descriptions of the program elements that make up the overall technology
development plan associated with establishing the feasibility of Mars in situ-based propellant
propulsion systems are presented in this appendix. Section 6.0 discussed in detail the rationale and
interrelationship of these technology development plan program elements.
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TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 1
ISSUE: Materials Compatibility
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Fundamental Research
TITLE: Mars In Situ Propellant Materials Compatibility Research
OBJECTIVE: Identify propulsion system material candidates that are compatible with potential
Mars in situ propellants and/or propellant combinations. Propellants and/or
propellant combinations for which material compatibility should be investigated
include: CO, LOX, CO/I-I2, H2/CH4, CO/CH 4.
MISSION IMPACT: Results will have a major impact on propulsion system weight, performance
and vehicle tankage design approaches. These propulsion system parameters have
a major impact on overall mission mass and ISPP requirements.
APPROACH:
1.
,
Conduct screening task to identify candidate materials for the study.
Experimentally expose material specimens to propellant and/or propellant
combinations to conditions typical of propellants tankage, thrust chamber, turbine
drive, gas generator portions of an engine system (where appropriate) for
corresponding exposure times.
3. Inspect specimens for chemical compatibility effects.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Listing of candidate propulsion materials that are compatible with potential
propellants of interest.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
- Facility capabilities to expose material specimens to a variety of propellant(s) over a
wide range of pressure and temperature conditions.
Advanced material inspection instrumentation.
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Title: 1. Mars In Situ Propellant Propulsion System
Materials Compatibility Research
- SCHEDULE/COST-
ACTIVITY
1, Material Screening
Assessment
2. Experimental
Facility Design/
Development
3. Compatibility
Testing
4. Speciman
Evaluation
5. Final Report
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
_7
ESTIMATED
750 750
COST * ($K)
Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 1,500
3 4
TOR29J/34
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 2
ISSUE: CO Cooling Data
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Fundamental Research
TITLE: Fundamental CO Cooling Data Study
OBJECTIVE: Establish a fundamental database associated with CO cooling for conditions which
are typical of thrust chambers and turbopumps.
MISSION IMPACT: Establishes operating limitations of LOX/CO engine options which greatly
influences engine mass. This impacts overall mission mass and ISPP require-
ments.
APPROACH:
1. Define experimental facility requirements (heated tube and calorimetric thrust
chamber).
2. Conduct tests at appropriate conditions.
3. Review results and establish CO cooling correlations and limitations.
4. Upgrade engine design analysis models with new data.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Accurate fundamental CO cooling database for the range of conditions to
support the design of LOX/CO engines.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
- Heat tube and calorimetric thrust chamber facilities.
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Title: 2. Fundamental CO Cooling Data Study
- SCHEDULE/COST -
.
.
.
.
ACTIVITY
Define Facilty
Requirements
Modify/Upgrade
Facilities as
Appropriate
Design, Build the
Test Article(s) and
Conduct Tests
Establish Database/
Upgrade
Engineering Design
Models
5. Final Report
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
2
\
4 5
ESTIMATED
750 750
COST * ($K)
• Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 1,500 TOR29J/34a
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 3
ISSUE: LOX/CO Ignition/Combustion
DEVFAA)PMENT PHASE: Fundamental Research
TITLE: LOX/CO Igniton/Combusfion Research
OBJECTIVE: Establish a fundamental database associated with LOX/CO ignition and combustion
for conditions typical of an engine system.
MISSION IMPACT: Establishes LOX/CO engine performance and operating conditions that
directly influence overall mission mass and ISPP requirements.
APPROACH: Experimentally measure LOX/CO ignition and combustion characteristics for
conditions typical of engine systems; gas generator and main combustion chamber
conditions. Establish ignition and stability limitations as well as measure
performance for a host of injector/chamber design options. Results will then be
included in an appropriate engineering design model.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Fundamental LOX/CO ignition and combustion database for the range of
conditions of interest. Updated design correlation and models.
SPECIAL FACILrIqES/COMMENTS:
Breadboard combustor facility with advanced instrumentation capabilities.
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Title: 3. LOX/CO Ignition/Combination Research
- SCHEDULE/COST -
°
.
,
,
°
ACTIVITY
Detine Facilty
Requirements
Modify/Upgrade
the Facility
Design, Build the
Test Article(s) and
Conduct Tests
Review Results
and Establish
Design Correlations
Final Report
ESTIMATED
COST * ($K)
----1
1000
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
2
i------
1000
4
Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 2,000
5
TOR29J/34b
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 4
ISSUE: CO Pumping
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Fundamental Research
TITLE: Fundamental CO Pumping Database
OBJECTIVE: Establish CO pumping database for the range of conditions typical of a LOX/CO
engine.
MISSION IMPACT: Support in establishing the design limitations of a LOX/CO engine, such as
chamber pressure. This influences overall mission mass and ISPP requirements.
APPROACH:
1. Review CO pumping data from r,.,ated areas such as the petrochemical industry.
2. Define an experiment and upgrade a facility to measure key parameters associated
with the pumping of CO.
3. Review results and establish engineering correlations and limitations.
4. Upgrade engineering design models.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Fundamental CO pumping database for the range of conditions of interest.
Updated design correlations and models.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
Highly instrumented pumping facility which can operate over the conditions of
interest.
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Title: 4. Fundamental CO Pumping Database
- SCHEDULE/COST -
o
2.
°
°
°
ACTIVITY
Literature Review
Define Facility
Requirements
Modify/U pgrade
the Facility
Design, Build the
Test Article(s) and
Conduct Tests
Review Results and
Establish Design
Correlations
6. Final Report
i----I
V
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
3
ESTIMATED
300 300
COST * ($K)
• Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 600 TOR29J/34c
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TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTPLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 5
ISSUE: Injector Design
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Exploratory Development
TITLE: Common Multipropellant Injector Design Feasibility Study
OBJECTIVE: Establish feasibility and identify promising injector design(s) that can operate with
more than one Mars in situ-based propellant combination over a wide operating
range. Main injector and gas generator injector designs are to be investigated.
MISSION IMPACT: Addresses a critical Mars tripropellant engine design issue. This study can
impact the Mars propellant options that can be used as well as the limits of operation
conditions of such engines. Mission options, mass, and ISPP requirements can be
greatly affected.
APPROACH: Design and experimental demonstration tasks that investigates the performance and
limitation of injector designs for the conditions of interest.
1. Design concept screening study.
2. Select promising injector concepts for further study.
3. Modify/upgrade test facility.
4. Fabricate and test injector concepts.
5. Recommend most promising injector designs.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Recommendation of most promising common injector design(s) with
supporting engineering data.
SPECIAL FACILFHES/COMMENTS:
Breadboard combustor facility with supporting instrumentation capability required.
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Title: 5. Common Multipropellant Injection Design
Feasibility Study
- SCHEDULE/COST-
°
ACTIVITY
Design Screening
Study
2. Injector Concept
Select Down
3. Modify/Upgrade
Test Facility
4. Design, Build
Concept(s) and
Conduct Tests
5. Establish Design
Feasibility and
Correlations
6. Recommend Most
Promising Injection
Design(s)
7. Final Report
YEAR S FROM GO-AHEAD
2 3 4
r"-- i
\
5
ESTIMATED
1000 1750 1250COST * ($K)
• Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 4,000 TOR29J/34d
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 6
ISSUE: Feed System/Turbopump Design
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Exploratory Development
TITLE: Common Multipropellant Feed System/Turbopump Design Feasibility Study
OBJECTIVE: Establish feasibility and identify promising feed systern/turbopump design(s) that
can operate efficiently with more than one Mars in situ-based fuels over a wide
operating range.
MISSION IMPACT: Can influence the engine thrust-to-weight ratio that affects overall mission
mass and ISPP requirements.
APPROACH: Design and experimental demonstration tasks which investigates feed system/
turbopumps designs that efficiently supply (pump) more than one fuel of interest
over a wide operating range.
1. Design screening study.
2. Select promising feed systern/turbopump design concepts for further study.
3. Modify/upgrade test facility.
4. Build and test candidate feed system design concept(s).
5. Establish feasibility of common feed system/turbopump design(s) and recommend
most promising design concept(s), if possible.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Establish the feasibility of common feed systern/turbopump design
options. Recommendations, if possible, of the most promising design with
supporting engineering data.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
- Highly flexible feed system/turbopump development test facility with extensive
instrumentation required.
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Title: 6. Common Multipropellant Feed System
Turbopump Design Feasibility Study
- SCHEDULE/COST -
ACTIVITY
1. Design Screening
Study
2. Select Promising
Design Concept(s)
3. Modify/Upgrade
Test Facility
4. Design, Build
Concept(s) and
Conduct Tests
5. Establish Design
Feasibility and
Correlations
6. Recommend Most
Promising Design
Concept(s)
7. Final Report
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
2 3 4
r_l
ESTIMATED
2000 6000 3000
COST * ($K)
TOR29J/34e
• Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) ---11,000
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 7
ISSUE: Thrust Chamber Design
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Exploratory Development
TITLE: Common Thrust Chamber Design Feasibility Study
OBJECTIVE: Establish feasibility and identify promising thrust chamber design(s) that can
operate with more than one Mars in situ-based propellant combination over a wide
operating range.
MISSION IMPACT: Addresses a critical Mars tripropellant engine design issue. This study can
impact the engine systems thrust-to-weight ratio and performance that affects
overall mission mass and ISPP requirements.
APPROACH: Design and experimental demonstration tasks that investigate common thrust
chamber design option(s) that can use more than one in situ propellant over a wide
operating range.
1. Design screening study.
2. Select promising thrust chamber design concept(s) for further study.
3. Modify/upgrade test facility.
4. Build and test candidate thrust chamber design concept(s).
5. Establish feasibility of thrust chamber design(s) and recommend most promising
concepts, if possible.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Establish the feasibility of common propellant cooled thrust chamber
design option(s), if possible. Recommendations, if possible, of the most promising
design concept(s) with supporting engineering data.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
Flexible breadboard subscale engine test facility with supporting instrumentation is
required.
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Title: 7. Common Thrust Chamber Design Feasibility Study
- SCHEDULE/COST -
ACTIVITY
1. Design Screening
Study
2. Select Promising
Design Concept(s)
3. Modify/Upgrade
Test Facility
4. Design, Build
Concept(s) and
Conduct Tests
5. Establish Design
Feasibility and
Correlations
6. Recommend Most
Promising Design
Concept(s)
7. Final Report
ESTIMATED
COST * ($K)
cXy
1500
2
3000
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
* Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 6,500
\
2O00
4 5
TOR29J/34f
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 8
ISSUE: Gas Generator Design
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Exploratory Development
TITLE: LOX/CO Gas Generator Design Feasibility Study
OBJECTIVE: Establish feasibility and identify LOX/CO gas generator design(s) that can operate
over a wide range of operating conditions.
MISSION IMPACT: Addresses a critical LOX/CO gas generator (GG) cycle engine design. If
feasible, such engine systems may be possible with high thrust-to-weight
characteristics that impact overall mission mass and ISPP requirements.
APPROACH: Design and experimental investigation tasks that examine LOX/CO gas generator
design concept, such as a - stoichmotric gas generator design, which can operate
over a wide range.
1. Design concept screening study.
2. Select promising GG design concept(s).
3. Modify/upgrade test facility.
4. Build and test candidate GG design concept(s).
5. Establish feasibility of such design(s) and recommend most promising concept(s),
if possible.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Establish the feasibility of LOX/CO GG design option(s), if possible.
Recommendations, if possible, of the most promising design concept(s) with
supporting engineering data.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
- Burner/chamber test facility with support instrumentation is required.
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Title: 8. LOX/CO Gas Generator Design Feasibility Study
- SCHEDULE/COST -
ACTIVITY
1. Design Screening
Study
2. Select Promising
Design Concepts
3. Modify/Upgrade
Test Facility
4. Design, Build
Concept(s) and
Conduct Tests
5. Establish Design
Feasibility and
Correlations
6. Recommend Most
Promising Design
Concept(s)
7. Final Report
--------3
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
2 3 4
ESTIMATED 1000 1500 1000
COST * ($K)
• Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 3,500 TOR29J/34g
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 9
ISSUE: System Control/Health Monitoring
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Exploratory Development
TITLE: Common Control/Health Monitoring System Design Feasibility Study
OBJECTIVE: Establish feasibility and identify promising common control/health monitoring
system(s) that can operate with numerous in situ Mars propellant combinations for
various engine system operating modes.
MISSION IMPACT: Addresses a critical Mars tripropellant engine design issue. Can impact
engine propellant combination options and mission options.
APPROACH: Identify common control/health monitoring system design issues. Identify
promising system architecture option(s) and candidate system design(s) through
real-time simulation.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Establish the feasibility and identify promising design approaches, if
possible. Provide support engineering data and development plans of promising
design concept option(s).
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
Real time engine control simulation facility is required.
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Title: 9. Common Control/Health Monitor System
Design Feasibility Study
- SCHEDULE/COST -
ACTIVITY
1. Define System
Issues
2. Investigate System
Design Approach(es)
3. Recommend
Design
Ar,_-roach(es)
4. Develop Simulation
Facility and Test
5. Analyze Results
6.
o
Recommend Most
Promising Designs
Concept(s)
Final Report
ESTIMATED
COST * ($K) 300
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
2 3 4
]
\7
500
* Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 800
TOR29J/34h
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 10
ISSUE: Propellant Tank Design
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Exploratory Development
TITLE: Common Propellant Tank Design and Supporting Operations Study
OBJECTIVE: Establish feasibility and identify common propellant tank design(s) and supporting
operation requirements and design approaches, such as for resupply. Identification
of high payoff alternative tank designs will also be investigated.
MISSION IMPACT: Can have a major impact on MTV designs, overall mission mass and ISPP
requirements.
APPROACH: System analysis design and experimental study which:
1. Establishes in situ tank requirements and issues.
2. Screens design options and their supporting operations requirements.
3. Demonstrates subscale tank design options and supporting operations under
simulated environmental conditions.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Recommendation of the most promising tank design(s) and supporting
operational approach(s) with supporting engineering data.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
- Propellant storage/handling and an adequate long-term space simulation facility is
required.
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Title: 10. Common Propellant Tank Design and
Supporting Operations Study
- SCHEDULE/COST -
ACTIVITY
1. Define Tank Design
and Supporting
Operations Issues
2. Screen Design
Approaches
3. Recommend
Promising Design(s)
for Further Study
.
°
.
7.
o
Modify/Upgrade
Test Facility
Design, Fabricate
and Test the
Promising
Concept(s)
Review Results
Recommend Most
Promising
Concept(s)
Final Report
ESTIMATED
COST * ($K)
r'-_
!- "----I
1500
YEARSFROM GO-AHEAD
2 3
2000
I_: m]
1000 y
* Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 4,500
4 5
TOR29J/34i
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 11
ISSUE: Nozzle Design
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Exploratory Development
TITLE: Lightweight, Compact High Area Ratio Nozzle Design Study
OBJECTIVE: Identify lightweight compact high area ratio nozzle designs for Mars in situ
tripropellant engine systems employing LOX/CO as one of its two propellant
combinations.
MISSION IMPACT: Addresses a critical design issue of Mars in situ tripmpellant engine systems
that employ LOX/CO. Such advanced nozzle designs are required to reduce engine
system mass and stowed volume requirements. This impacts overall mission mass
and LEO vehicle support options and ISPP requirements.
APPROACH: Systems analysis, design and experimental demonstration of promising lightweight,
compact (while stowed) nozzle design(s) will be undertaken. High area ratio nozzle
design option(s) for such engine systems including translated and alternate nozzle
concepts will be examined. Promising design option(s) will be demonstrated by
subscale high pressure gas and breadboard engine testing, respectively.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Identification of promising nozzle design concept(s) with supporting
engineering data.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
A hot high pressure gas facility as well as a subscale breadboard engine system/test
facility are required.
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Title" 1 1. Lightweight, Compact High Area Ratio
Nozzle Design Study
- SCHEDULE/COST -
ACTIVITY
1. Define Nozzle
Requirements
2. Screen Design
Approaches
3. Recommend
Promising Design(s)
for Further Study
,
.
.
7.
Modify/Upgrade
Test Facility
Design, Fabricate
and Test Design
Option(s)
Review Results
Recommend Most
Promising
Concept(s)
-1
r_l
r-_
i-
7
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
3
8. Final Report
ESTIMATED 750 2O00 2500
COST * ($K)
• Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 5,250
7
TOR29J/34,
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 12
ISSUE: Engine System Demonstration
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: Prototype Demonstration
TITLE: Mars Tripropellant Subscale Engine System Demonstration Program
OBJECTIVE: Successfully demonstrate and establish feasibility of a subscale (15,000-60,000 lbf
thrust) candidate Mars in situ propellant-based tripropellant engine system design
concept.
MISSION IMPACT: Will verify feasibility and characterize a Mars wipropellant engine design
concept. This will lead to more accurate assessment of Mars in situ propellant-
based propulsion system and mission options.
APPROACH: Design, fabricate, and ground test a subscale candidate Mars in situ propellant-
based tripropellant engine system design concept. Verify both design and off-
design performance and reliability for such an engine system for its various
operating modes.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Engineering data characterizing the engine system that can support a flight
system development decision.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
Subscale engine test facility.
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Title: 12. Mars Tripropellant Subscale Engine System
Demonstration Program
- SCHEDULE/COST -
.
.
,
.
.
ACTIVITY
Establish Facility
Requirements
Engine Design
Screening Study
Select Engine
Design for Further
Study
Modify/Upgrade
Test Facility
Design, Fabricate
and Test the
Candidate Engine
Design
6 Analyze/Review
Results
7. Final Report
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
cZ;7
2 3
!
9
r_ 1
_7
4 5
ESTIMATED
15,000 25,000 20,000
COST * ($K)
TOR29J/34k
• Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 60,000
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELEMENT
PROGRAM No.: 13
ISSUE: Preliminary Design/System Integration
DEVELOPMENT PHASE: System Engineering
TITLE: Preliminary Mars In situ Propellant Mission/Vehicle/Engine System Design Studies
OBJECTIVE: Assesses the impact of engine technology data as it becomes available, on evolving
Mars in situ propellant-based mission, vehicle and engine system designs.
MISSION IMPACT: Will allow for more accurate assessment of Mars in situ propellant-based
mission options as engine technology data becomes available.
APPROACH: An ongoing preliminary system design study, during the fundamental research and
exploratory development engine development phases, which assesses mission
options, vehicle and engine systems design concepts as engine technology data
becomes available.
OUTPUTS/RESULTS: Mission, vehicle and engine system preliminary design (engineering and
cost) data as Mars tripropellant engine technology matures.
SPECIAL FACILITIES/COMMENTS:
- None.
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Title: 13. Preliminary Mars In Situ Propellant
Mission/Vehicle/Engine System Design Studies
- SCHEDULE/COST -
,
2.
ACTIVITY
Mission Studies
Vehicle System
Studies
3. Engine System
Studies
ESTIMATED
COST * ($K) 300
YEARS FROM GO-AHEAD
1 4 5
300
Total Estimated Cost in 1992 Dollars ($K) = 2,600
500 750 750
TOR29J/341
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